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The Latin American legislative avalanche continues. Several of
the recent enactments are novel and many of them are worthy of
special notice. Four Latin American countries have ratified new con-
stitutions-Bolivia, Brazil, the Dominican Republic, and Uruguay.
Three others have adopted significant constitutional amendments-
Chile, Nicaragua, and Panama. In Uruguay the form of government
has been significantly changed. An increasing emphasis on human
rights may be noticed, accompanied by some weakening in the right
to property both as to the grounds on which it may be expropriated
and the manner in which compensation must be paid.
The desire to promote economic self-sufficiency, expand exports,
and reduce imports, has inspired a great variety of legislation ranging
from customs and tax exemptions for companies manufacturing goods
for export to colonization laws and geographical incentives in Bolivia,
Venezuela, and Brazil, whose purpose is to make economic use of
heretofore unpopulated areas.
Important new legislation includes a new Petroleum Law in
Argentina, which among other things forbids exports until national
self-sufficiency in oil is achieved, and a new Mining Code in Brazil.
Both Venezuela and Brazil have enacted new tax codes. In Peru a
new corporation law has been passed.
These and other developments are discussed in greater detail in
the Report of the Latin American Law Committee *** covering the
year ended May 1, 1967, which follows below.
* For a report of 1965-1966 developments, see 1 International Lawyer 273
(1967).
* Member of the New York Bar.
*** The contributions of the following Committee members are especially
acknowledged: Messrs. Manuel R. Angulo, Victor C. Folsom, Edwin D. Ford,
Jr., Thomas L. Hughes, Frank E. Nattier, Max M. Schaumburger, and Peter
Schliesser.




Law No. 17,024 of November 21, 1966,' known as Law for
the Development of Mass Commercialization of Basic Products, is
intended to reduce the consumers' cost of basic products, thus elimi-
nating the middleman by promoting the construction of supermarkets
and the organization of associations of producers which would facili-
tate access to "the first sale," knowledge of prices, and market condi-
tions. The Law authorizes the use of public properties to set up
supermarkets through sale or long-term leases. Customs duty exemp-
tions are granted to machinery and equipment not manufactured in
the country if destined for installation in, or operation of supermarkets.
The law also allows a deduction from taxable income of sums invested
in the construction or acquisition of buildings destined for super-
markets.
Economy
Law No. 17,017 of November 18, 1966 2 grants the Executive
broader powers than those contained in Law No. 16,454, which is
abrogated, to adopt standards governing production, distribution, and
consumption of goods. These powers now include the authority to
reduce or temporarily suspend customs surcharges and/or import
duties and to fix limitations to profits when circumstances would
require it. Penalties under the law range from Ps. 10,000 to Ps.
5,000,000 and jail sentences up to 90 days plus closing of the store.
Exchange Control
Decree No. 1407 of March 13, 1967 ' fixed the rate of exchange
at Ps. 350 per dollar and abrogated all of the restrictions previously
in force with respect to remittances abroad, exchange obtained from
insurance collections, earnings abroad, deposits in foreign exchange,
and transfer of securities abroad. Subsequent thereto the Central
Bank issued Circular No. 323 providing that all regulations per-
taining to imports will remain in force until the Bank issues new
regulations to conform with the new approach of the Government
toward exchange control.
IBoletin Oficial of November 25, 1966.
2 Boletin Oficial of November 23, 1966.
'3Boletin Oficial of March 14, 1967.
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Land Reform
Law No. 17,253 of April 27, 1967 ' abrogated Law No. 16,883
and has enacted a new system for the leasing of rural property and
for the sharecropping contracts which were extended under Laws Nos.
14,451, 16,455, and 16,883. Lessees, within 30 days from the date of
publication of this law, may notify the owner of their intention to
purchase the property, offering terms and conditions for said purchase.
The owner, in turn, will have 30 days to present counter-proposals
which will be accepted or rejected by the lessee within 15 days. The
law also sets up proper eviction proceedings for the owners which
must be initiated within 90 days from the date of publication. The
purpose of this law is to promote the purchase of the property by the
lessee or those under a sharecrop contract, and for this purpose ample
financing is allowed (60% by the Banco de la Naci6n, 30% by the
owner). The following tax benefits are allowed: (a) for the pur-
chaser: income tax exemption on profits obtained from the exploita-
tion of the property for a period of 5 years from the date of the
purchase contract; (b) for the seller: exemption from capital gains
tax on the sale, from income tax on the interest paid on the unpaid
balances of the purchase price, and a deduction of 10% of the pur-
chase price applicable to the gross income included in the income tax
return for the year of the sale.
Minerals
Argentina has passed a new Petroleum Law, published as Law
No. 17,319 of June 26, 1967.' The chief object of the law is to
achieve self-sufficiency in oil. Until this is done no oil may be exported.
Oil deposits are declared to belong to the national patrimony.
State, private, and mixed companies will undertake exploration, ex-
ploitation, industrialization, transport, and commercialization of the
hydro-carbons produced.
The Executive will grant concessions to companies desiring to
perform these various functions. The rights of companies holding
concessions previously granted will not be affected unless they wish
to make use of the new law. Exploration permits are granted for 9
years, renewable for an additional 5 years. Holders of such permits
on deposits proved commercial must exploit them. Production con-
4Boletin Oficial of May 3, 1967.
La Naci6n of June 26, 1967.
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cessions are granted for 25 years, renewable for an additional 10 years.
They are granted when an explorer finds oil or when a company wins
a bid on proved reserves. Concession holders may industrialize and
commercialize the oil and gas they extract-this activity is not covered
by the oil law. But Argentine refineries must refine all Argentine
crude oil, and natural gas must be offered with priority to the state
gas company. Transport concessions grant the right to transport oil
or gas by pipelines and to operate storage farms and pumping stations.
They are available for 35 years, renewable for 10 more. They origi-
nate with a concession holder's production right or by winning a bid.
When any concession expires the fixed property on it reverts to the
government at no cost.
If the government so prescribes, participation in bidding for
exploration, production, or transport may be limited to companies
of predominantly Argentine capital.
The new law requires that 75% of the employees hired by
participating companies be Argentine, and that the companies must
supply the necessary training.
The government may order an arbitration tribunal to settle dif-
ferences or when nullity is declared.
The government will set commerical prices for oil at the same
level as for YPF (Yacimientos Fiscales Petroliferos-the state oil
agency), and not less than the price of imported oils (unless these
increase for exceptional reasons). Argentine customs regulations will
apply on imports of machinery, and private companies will receive the
same treatment as YPF.
Under the new law, producing companies will be taxed at 55%,
though this may be reduced to 47% if operations are begun within
one year after promulgation of the law. Royalties of up to 12% are
payable to. the provincial governments and may be deducted from the
tax liability to the state.
Taxation
Law No. 16,876 of December 27, 1965 6 extended to December
31, 1975, the application of the tax on capital gains.
Law No. 17,115 of January 11, 1967 ' extended until December
6 Boletin Oficial of January 19, 1966.
1 Boletin Oficial of January 19, 1967.
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31, 1967, the 15% surcharge applicable to income tax rates as an
emergency tax.
Law No. 17,054 of December 5, 1966 ' reduced to 0.25% the
tax on transfer to stock which previously was 1 %.
Law No. 17,196 of March 6, 1967 ' imposes a tax on unpaid
balances on loans. The tax at the rate of 2% is payable by the
borrower simultaneously with interest payments on the loan. The
law limits the tax to the period from April 1, 1967 to March 31, 1968.
Bolivia
During the last 12 months Bolivia returned from military to
constitutional rule against a background of stepped-up economic
progress and relative political stability marred only by some guerrilla
activity in the southeast corner of the country.
The predicted winner of the presidential elections, held on July 3,
1966, was General Ren6 Barrientos Ortufio, one of the Junta's former
leaders.
The country's major legislative achievements of this period are
a new constitution, by some counts the fourteenth in Bolivia's revolu-
tion-rich history, and an ambitious colonization law.
Colonization
By Decree Law No. 07665 of July 31, 1966 10 the Junta enacted
a Colonization Law aimed at settling thousands of Bolivians and
foreigners on Bolivia's ample virgin lands. Some 10 million acres of
Government land have been set aside for the purpose of correcting
the almost exclusive emphasis placed on mining since colonial times.
This emphasis had led to a concentration of farming activities in the
mining areas of the Altiplano and other less fertile regions of the
country with the result that a mere 10% of Bolivia's rural population
is dispersed over the fertile but largely undeveloped 60% of Bolivia's
farmlands.
This had caused misery, unemployment, and costly food imports.
Agrarian reform measures instituted in 1953, after the revolu-
tionary Government came to power, managed to free the campesinos
s Boletin Oficial of December 13, 1966.
Boletin Oficial of March 10; 1967.
10 Gaceta Oficial of August 17, 1966.
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from feudal serfdom and gave them their own land (mostly through
expropriation of the large estates) but did little to open up new lands
for cultivation.
The new Colonization Law, though still rather vague in many
of its key provisions, particularly with respect to financial assistance
and incentives, seems to be a step in the right direction.
The principal organ for the implementation of the colonization
program is the Colonization and Rural Community Development
Institute (Article 3). It will allocate the lands for the program, fix
land prices (Article 59), render technical, economic, and social
assistance (Article 74), aid in the construction of community facilities
(Article 81) and, last but not least, arrange for settlement loans
to the colonizers (Article 78).
The law contemplates that the bulk of the colonization efforts
will be undertaken through cooperative associations (Article 33).
To qualify for colonization benefits, including the allocation of
land, credit facilities, and a variety of other government assistance,
each colonizer must contractually agree with the Government to live
on his land and work it himself, build his own house, and contribute
his labor to community self-help projects (Article 30). Land will
not be granted free of charge, as under some of the U.S. Homestead
Acts, but at a price below market value to be fixed by the Institute
(Article 59). In return, he will receive the provisional grant of a so-
called family land unit (Article 50), defined as being large enough
to yield a maximum profit from being worked by a family without
salaried help (Article 51). (Cooperatives will be granted land in
accordance with the number of its actual and prospective members,
Article 52.) Provisional title to a family land unit is granted for a
maximum period of two years during which the colonizer has to com-
plete certain minimum work requirements, including completion of
his house (Article 55/1). When these requirements are fulfilled, the
colonizers receive definite legal title to the land, subject to a mortgage
or agricultural pledge to secure repayment of outstanding settlement
loans (Article 55/2).
The only penalty for non-compliance with the Government con-
tracts, forfeiture of the family land unit (Article 68), appears to be
severe when considered in the context of the very limited financial
assistance granted to the colonizers under the law.
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Constitution
Bolivia's "new" Constitution, in effect since February 2, 1967,11
is really a revised and expanded version of the statist Constitution of
August 4, 1961, enacted under the regime of Victor Paz Estenssoro.
(Paz Estenssoro, who spearheaded the country's socialist revolution
in 1952, was ousted by the Junta in 1964.)
The new fundamental law lessens the quasi-autocratic authority
vested in the executive branch by the 1961 Constitution in favor of
stronger powers for legislature and judiciary as well as expanded
individual rights.
Numbering 235 articles, it is long even by comparison with
other Latin American constitutions. Yet in spite of its length it is
clearer and better organized than the 1961 Constitution, mainly due
to a more logical arrangement of its subject matter and the insertion of
additional headings.
The drafters of the new Constitution have left unchanged the few
key provisions which are of primary interest to foreign investors.
Thus Article 22 of the new Constitution retains the ambiguous
language of Article 19 of the 1961 Constitution:
Private property is guaranteed provided that its use is not prej-
udicial to the national interest. Expropriation may be effected
for a public use or when the property does not fulfill a social
purpose, if authorized by law and upon just and prior compen-
sation.
Also retained have been the provisions subjecting foreign com-
panies to Bolivian law and enjoining them from claiming a privileged
status or soliciting diplomatic intervention (Article 24) as well as
prohibiting them to acquire or hold title to land within the 50 km.
border zone (Article 25).
The provisions for the inalienability of State-owned mines and
mineral resources, already strongly worded in the 1961 Constitution,
have been tightened up even more, probably to appease the powerful
miners' unions.
Thus Article 138, after restating that the nationalized mines, run
by COMIBOL, the Government-controlled Bolivian Mining Corpora-
tion, are to remain the property of the State, now also redundantly
prohibits their transfer to private interests.
Likewise, there is new, emphatic language in Article 139 assert-
Gaceta Oficial of April 17, 1967.
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ing the State's ownership of all oil, gas, and other hydro-carbon
resources and prohibiting the Government from divesting itself of
these resources, whether by concession or otherwise. This prohibition
contradicts the balance of this Article, taken over from the 1961
Constitution, which authorizes the Government to grant short term
exploitation and marketing concessions to private interests. (Inci-
dentally, such concessions, like all other contracts for the exploitation
of Bolivia's natural resources, require Congressional approval pursuant
to Article 59/5 of the Constitution.)
New in substance are only two economic precepts of the Con-
stitution. One of these provides that the Government's economic
development policy must be compatible with the maintenance of
national sovereignty (Article 144). The other, which appears to be
of more practical use, obligates the Government to grant agricultural
development credits (Article 173).
The reassurances, added in Articles 175 and 176, that land
titles granted by the National Agrarian Reform Service are valid and
cannot be set aside by the courts, are of interest in that they betray
a need to allay the uncertainty of some of the grantees of these titles
nearly 15 years after the enactment of the Agrarian Reform Law.
Much more pronounced and of greater practical import are the
changes in the political provisions of the new Constitution. Above
all, there is a substantial limitation of the powers of the President.
The militia, originally a powerful weapon of the presidency
under Paz Estenssoro and its counterpoise against the Armed Forces,
is no longer mentioned in the Constitution. Nor is the police any
longer directly subordinate to the President in peacetime (Article 216)
and, in case of war, it falls under the jurisdiction of the Commander
of the Armed Forces (Article 218).
In line with a new policy of decentralization, stated in Article 110
of the Constitution, the President has lost the right to appoint mayors
to the respective municipal councils (Article 200). Nor may he any
longer appoint ambassadors without Senate confirmation (Article
66/10).
His emergency powers have also been cut down. While, during a
state of siege, the President had formerly been empowered to impose
censorship, travel, and assembly restrictions, he may now decree only
censorship and that only in case of war (Article 112). He no longer
has the right to issue supreme decrees with force of law, i.e., emergency
decrees passed with the sanction of the Congressional Recess Com-
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mission rather than the entire Congress which, like ordinary laws,
remain in force after termination of the state of siege. He has equally
lost the right to extend a state of siege beyond 90 days and to declare
a second state of siege in the same calendar year with no more than
the approval of the Recess Commission. From now on he will need
the approval of the entire Congress for this (Article I ll).
The legislative distrust of the Presidency is mirrored by Article
87 which limits both President and Vice President to non-consecutive
four-year terms in their respective offices. Formerly they could be
reelected to a second term.
At the same time the powers of the legislature have been slightly
strengthened. The Congressional Recess Commission, now increased
in size to nine Senators and eighteen Representatives, will henceforth
act as the legislative watchdog over the executive branch not only
during the scheduled annual recess of Congress but during all Con-
gressional recesses, including those occurring during a state of siege
(Article 82). The Commission is now authorized to investigate abuses
and instruct the Government with regard to their correction (Article
83/2). By a vote of two-thirds of its members it may also request
the President to call a special session of Congress (Article 83/3).
In addition, the powers of the entire Congress have been reinforced
by authority to establish investigatory committees (Article 67/6).
Paying heed to the principle of separation of powers, the drafters
of the Constitution have fortified the independence of the judiciary
by providing that a fixed portion of the annual budget revenues will
be allocated to the treasury of the judiciary to cover salaries and
expenses (Article 119). A new judiciary law will be enacted to
govern the judicial career service (Articles 117 and 118) and the
tenure of Supreme Court Justices has been increased from six to ten
years (Article 126).
Most conspicuous among the changes in the political provisions
of the Constitution is a dramatic expansion of the scope of guarantees
of individual liberties into something approaching our Bill of Rights.
The inviolability of the dignity and freedom of the individual has
become a constitutional tenet linked with guarantees against discrimi-
nation because of race, sex, language, political, or other creed, origin,
economic, or social status, "or any other reason" (Article 6).
There are also provisions guaranteeing due process of law, includ-
ing the constitutional presumption of innocence, the right of the
accused to counsel (Article 16), to a quick arraignment (Article 9),
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to habeas corpus (Article 18) and the recurso de amparo (a civil law
remedy roughly akin to our action of mandamus) (Article 19), as
well as prohibitions against the application of ex post facto laws in
criminal proceedings unless they tend to benefit the accused (Article
33), against holding prisoners incommunicado (Article 9), eaves-
dropping, and censorship (Article 20).
For the first time the Bolivian Constitution also guarantees each
citizen the right to a living wage and social security coverage for his
work (Articles 7/j and k).
The new Constitution affirms the right to organize political
parties (Article 222). In order to be recognized for listing, parties
must, however, first have registered with the National Electoral Court
(Article 224). Eligibility to public office is restricted to those who can
read and write (Article 221).
The new Constitution omits the prohibitions against the death
penalty and the extradition of political refugees (Article 24 of the
1961 Constitution) as well as the right to diplomatic asylum (Article
18 of the 1961 Constitution) while retaining the provisions implicitly
authorizing corporal punishment (Article 42) and forbidding torture
(Article 12).
Provisions on church-state relations have been conventionalized.
Constitutional authority for the expropriation of church property in
the form of precious objects of worship (Article 24 of the 1961
Constitution) has been deleted. Also missing from the new Consti-
tution is the procedure for consultation with the President regarding
the appointment of bishops and other church dignitaries (Article
95/13 of the 1961 Constitution).
The new Constitution contemplates the enactment of a Civil
Service Statute to promote the Bolivian Career Civil Service (Articles
43 and 45). One of the new constitutional prerequisites for becoming
a Bolivian civil servant is the candidate's filing of a declaration of all
his property and income (Article 45), a requirement which other
countries might find well worth emulating.
Economy
Supreme Decree No. 07815 of September 20, 1966 12 replaces
a host of separate planning agencies with one central governmental
entity for the coordination of all monetary, fiscal, and development
12 Gaceta Oficial of September 28, 1966.
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activities. The National Development and Stabilization Council
(Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo y Estabilizaci6n), as the new agency
is called, will be composed of the President of Bolivia, the Treasury,
Economics, and Planning Ministers, the President of the Bolivian
Central Bank, the Commander of the Armed Forces, and the Coun-
selor to the Presidency.
Investments
Supreme Decree No. 07900 of January 18, 1967 1" sets forth
the Regulations under Bolivia's Private Investment Law (Decree Law
No. 07366 of November 20, 1965 summarized in 1 International
Lawyer 274 [1967]).
Some of its more important provisions are as follows:
I. Investment projects may now be provisionally registered for
the benefits of the Private Investment Law with INPIBOL,
the Bolivian Government's investment planning agency,
without the required supporting documents other than those
relating to the proposed financing of the projects. The
advantage of this procedure is that if the provisional regis-
tration of the project is authorized by INPIBOL, the direct
pre-operational expenses incurred by the investor after the
registration will become eligible for investment benefits upon
final approval of the project (Article 58).
2. Reinvestments of profits for the expansion of existing product
lines are eligible for the same benefits as those granted to
the original investment. Reinvestments for product diversifi-
cation, whether made within the existing company or through
new companies, will qualify for the benefits provided for
under the Investment Law for the products in question, if
approved by INPIBOL (Article 44). Reinvestments in
certain priority categories of products may now qualify for
investment benefits even though the original investments
have not so qualified (Article 41 ).
3. During the first quarter of each calendar year the Bolivian
Economics Ministry will publish priority lists of investment
actvities which will determine the extent of investment bene-
fits for such activities (Article 15).
13 Gaceta Oficial of January 18, 1967.
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4. Accelerated rates of depreciation granted to mining com-
panies under the Investment Law will apply throughout
the life of such companies, provided their equipment is
replaced within the periods prescribed by the law (Article
54).
5. Exemption from export duties and regalia taxes for products
tending to diversify the Bolivian economy will be restricted
to five years from the start-up of production (Article 50).
6. Tariff protection for Bolivian products which qualify as im-
port substitutes will be granted for as long as necessary to
place the manufacturers of such products in a competitive
position (Article 51).
7. Investment benefits for assembly plants will be approved only
if their owners specifically agree to make increasing use of
Bolivian components (Article 34).
Mining
Decree Law No. 07771 of August 2, 1966 "4 obligates all gold
and platinum producers in Bolivia to sell their output, when so re-
quested, to the Bolivian Central Bank or Bolivian mining banks at a
price payable in dollars equivalent to the corresponding New York
market quotations less freight, insurance, and sales expenses.
Taxation
The Government has reportedly made some progress in improv-
ing and simplifying tax collections. Decree Law No. 07652 of June 6,
1966 "5 requires that, for tax purposes, all sales of merchandise be
recorded in duplicate invoices.
Decree Law No. 07767 of August 2, 1966 1" helps to eliminate
municipal taxes on the interprovincial movement of goods.
Decree Law No. 07776 of August 3, 1966 '" institutes a new
liberalized tariff system on imports of mining equipment.
Supreme Decree No. 07828 of October 5, 1966 "8 sets forth
a revised schedule of deductions for purposes of determining taxable
business income.
i4 Gaceta Oficial of August 17, 1966.
1' Gaceta Oficial of June 8, 1966.
16 Gaceta Oficial of August 17, 1966.
17 Gaceta Oficial of August 31, 1966.
18 Gaceta Oficial of February 8, 1967.
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Supreme Decree No. 07921 of February 14, 1967 "9 abolishes
the exemption from the global complementary tax which had been
granted to domestic and foreign technicians and scientists engaged in
certain Bolivian economic development activities.
Brazil
Although the Brazilian Government has issued hundreds of laws,
decrees, decree-laws, and administrative regulations during the past
year, a great part of this legislative and quasi-legislative material has
constituted implementation or refinement of the great volume of basic
new law discussed in last year's report. While most of this new
material is of interest to those dealing with Brazil on a daily basis,
much of it is of relatively minor interest to the general practitioner.
For this reason, the material that will be discussed here is either com-
pletely new or, because of the degree of regulation or administration,
of sufficient extent to render it, in our opinion, innovative.
Commercial Law
Law No. 4,983 of May 18, 1966 "' changes the provisions of
the Bankruptcy Law (Decree Law No. 7,661 of June 21, 1945)
covering creditors' agreements (concordata). Basically, these changes
corrected the too-facile use of such agreements, by requiring prompter
payments, a tighter payments schedule, payment of interest at the rate
of 12% per year on unpaid balances, and other measures aimed at
curbing abuses nurtured by the extreme and rapid inflation of recent
years.
Law No. 4,936 of March 17, 1966 21 creates the Industrial
Property Fund (FPI), to be funded by taxes and fees paid by appli-
cants for patients, trademarks, etc. The purpose of the fund is to
speed up the processing of such applications and, in general, to stimu-
late the technological progress of the country by increasing the effi-
ciency of the technical and administrative services of the Industrial
Property Department. This law was regulated by Decree No. 58,793
of July 12, 1967.2
19 Gaceta Oficial of February 22, 1967.
Diario Oficial of May 20, 1966.
21 Diario Oficial of March 21, 1966.
22 Diario Oficial of July 13, 1967.
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Constitution
The most notable development during the year was the adop-
tion on January 24, 1967, of Brazil's new Constitution, which became
effective on March 15, 1967.
The Congress continues to consist of two houses: The Chamber
of Deputies and the Senate. Members of both are elected by direct
secret vote (Articles 29 through 45).
Legislative proposals submitted by the President are to be acted
upon, if he so requests, by the Deputies within 45 days and by the
Senate within a similar period. If they are not so acted upon, they
are deemed approved by the respective Houses (Article 54).
Some legislative functions can be delegated by Congress to the
Executive, but a number of basic areas-approval of treaties, organi-
zation of the judiciary, and others-may not be delegated (Articles
55-57).
Only the President may initiate legislation relating to financial
matters, the Armed Forces, and a few other subjects (Article 59).
The President is elected by an Electoral College consisting of
the members of Congress, plus delegates appointed by the legislatures
of the states-three delegates from each state, plus one for each
500,000 registered voters, the minimum for any state being four.
The President's term is four years and immediate succession is pro-
hibited (Articles 74-77, 146). Interference by the President with
the free exercise of the constitutional powers of the legislative and
judicial branches or of the states is declared a crime (Article 84).
Title II of the Constitution is a Declaration of Rights under
several heads: of nationality, of political rights, of political parties,
of individual rights and guarantees, and of the state of siege.
Other Titles deal with the Economic and Social Order (Title III)
and with the Family, Education, and Culture (Title IV).
Customs
Decree Law No. 37 of November 18, 1966 23 is a comprehen-
sive new code of rules, comprising 178 articles, which govern imports,
duties, exemptions, nomenclature, administration and related matters,
with the exception of specific rates of duty, which are not included.
23 Diario Oficial of November 21, 1966.
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This law was supplemented by Decree Law No. 63 of Novem-
ber 21, 1966,24 which promulgated a complete new tariff schedule.
Since the protection previously afforded by the special exchange
category was abolished recently, the Counselho de Politica Aduaneira
(Tariff Polidy Council) was authorized, through February 28, 1967,
to increase or decrease the rates in the schedule by up to 60% ad
valorem (Article 2).
Exchange Control
Under Decree No. 23,501 of November 27, 1933 any contract
providing for payment in any currency other than Brazilian legal
tender was unenforceable in Brazil. Subsequently, as a result of legis-
lation and judicial interpretation, it became clear that contracts
involving the importation of goods, as well as those executed outside
of Brazil, were excepted from the provisions of this law. Nevertheless,
until recently, the general rule has been that contracts providing for
payment other than in cruzeiros were valid only if signed outside
Brazil, or, if enforceable, only at the rate of exchange prevailing at the
date of execution.
Article 6 of Decree Law No. 238 of February 28, 1967 revokes
Decree No. 23,501 in its entirety. However, this was modified by
Decree Law No. 316 of March 13, 1967,3 which provided that the
revocation only applies to loans and other obligations, one of the
parties to which is resident abroad, and to transactions whereby
such loans or obligations are transferred, delegated, or modified by
or between two parties domiciled in Brazil.
Thus, as the law now stands, the general rule is that loans
involving foreign parties, or transfers of such loans in Brazil, may
now provide for payment in foreign currency, even if signed in Brazil.
Export Promotion
Law No. 5,025 of June 10, 1966 2" provides for the establish-
ment of a National Council for Foreign Trade (CONCEX), which
is designed to formulate a foreign exchange policy and to coordinate
the necessary steps to expand international commercial transactions.
In particular, its functions are to outline a foreign trade policy, to
24 Diario Oficial of November 22, 1966.
25 Diario Oficial of March 13, 1967.
26 Diario Oficial of June 15, 1966.
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control foreign exchange operations when necessary, to give its
opinion about Brazilian participation in international agreements
and to lay down basic norms for export financing. It is also required
to regulate export stimuli, classification systems, and export inspec-
tion and control; to 'redraw the outlines of customs policy with a
view to the development of national industries; and to supervise freight
rates, insurance policy, monetary and fiscal control on foreign com-
merce, and so forth. The principal objectives of CONCEX are a
stronger competitive capacity in Brazilian products, an increased
diversification of exportable products, the widening of foreign markets,
and the preservation of raw materials.
Law No. 5,025 also redefines the activities of the Carteira de
Com~rcio Exterio (CACEX) of the Bank of Brazil. Its activities are
stated to be the issuance of import and export licenses, the financing
of the production and export of industrial goods, the acquisition, at
the request and for the account of the Treasury, of imported products
necessary to maintain stable prices and regular stocks within the
domestic market, and similar functions.
CONCEX is given general control over export activities such
as classification, the export of samples and advertising material and
propaganda, and the sale of national products by delivery at the place
of embarkation. General control will be exercised over the port
authorities (who will be obliged to maintain a centralized export
section working 24 hours a day, 7 days a week), the import health
authorities, and the wharf and warehouse operators.
The law grants a wide range of exemptions and incentives with
the general statement that with the exception of special export taxes,
all taxes, rates, quotas, fees, and contributions chargeable specifically
upon any exported merchandise traveling in any manner are abol-
ished. In cases where exemption from import tax is given as an
incentive to export, the exemption shall apply equally to excise tax,
customs rates, and other miscellaneous charges. The period of opera-
tion of the tax incentive (deductibility from taxable income of profits
on exported manufactures) is extended through fiscal year 1971.
Further, exporters of manufactured products well received in the
international market may be reimbursed the value of taxes on fuels,
lubricants, and electricity. A fund is instituted in the Central Bank
called the Export Finance Fund (FINEX) designed to finance export-
ing, and to stockpile exportable products against fluctuations.
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Decree No. 59,607 of November 28, 1966 27 regulates Law
No. 5,025 setting forth the administrative duties and functions of
CONCEX, as well as providing various incentives to simplify and
speed up export procedure.
International Agreements
A treaty for avoidance of double income taxation was signed
between Brazil and the United States on March 13, 1967. It is awaiting
the required approvals in both countries.
Investments
Central Bank Resolution No. 39 of October 21, 1966 regulates
the establishment, organization, and operation of stock exchanges
throughout the country, pursuant to Articles 5-9 of the Capital
Markets Law (Law No. 4,728 of July 14, 1965). The new Resolu-
tion is aimed at stimulating and developing an orderly market in
stocks, bonds, debentures, readjustable treasury bills, and other paper.
Under the new rules, each exchange is required to set up a "general
assembly" and an administrative council, appoint a "superintendent,"
and observe specific conditions governing the admission of members.
The by-laws of the exchanges will be designed to avoid manipulations
and frauds, improve methods of clearing and liquidating transactions,
and, generally, establish standards and safeguards for the orderly
operation of the market. Resolution No. 39 is, in sum, intended
to provide the capital market with the means for orderly development,
the promotion of the "democratization" of the capital of companies,
and the stimulation of stock market operations in general.
Decree-Law No. 157 of February 10, 1967 2 and subsequent
amendments, allows individuals and corporations to deduct 10%
and 5%, respectively, from their federal taxes, on the condition that
these funds be invested, through a finance company or development
bank, in common stocks of Brazilian companies. Up to 10% of
such funds may be invested in outstanding shares already listed on a
stock exchange, and the remaining 90% must be invested in new
capital issues. The shares may be turned over to the investor by
the intermediary financial institution after a period of 2 years. Fur-
ther regulations were issued by the Central Bank in March of this
year.
27 Diario Oficial of December 2, 1966.
28 Diario Oficial of February 13, 1967.
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During the past year, several private investment banks were set
up, pursuant to the provisions of the Capital Markets Law and the
implementing regulations of the Central Bank (discussed in last year's
report). Various measures were adopted in order to aid these institu-
tions in attracting term money from investors, but with only limited
success. This led to the passage of Decree Law No. 13 of July 18,
1966,29 which permits authorized banks to issue Certificates of Deposit
for not less than 180 days. The certificates may contain a monetary
correction clause, and the income to the depositors is exempt from
income tax.
Another far-reaching piece of legislation, which can only be
touched upon here, is Decree Law No. 70 of November 21, 1966,"
which authorizes the establishment of savings and loan associations,
and instituted mortgage participation certificates for sale to the public,
with provision for monetary correction; the law also contains various
other advantages aimed at stimulating the financing of housing con-
struction.
Since Brazilian law requires that banks extend financing only on
a secured basis, the discounting of duplicatas has been the most
common method of financing. On March 1, 1967, a Decree was
issued, which changed the rules applicable to these instruments and
created a new instrument designed to aid businesses caught in the
recent "credit squeeze." Duplicatas may now be issued for services,
as well as cash sales and installment sales, and the document will be
deemed binding on the purchaser, with all the customary guarantees,
if it is not accepted and returned within 30 days. The new instrument,
called a cdula industrial pignoraticia, is basically an industrial pledge
certificate which permits financing against a pledge of raw materials.
The document is issued to a financial institution, and gives a first
lien, equal to that of a chattel mortgage, on the goods and raw
materials covered by it.
The Fund for the Financing of Machinery and Equipment
Purchases (FINAME), discussed in last year's report, was trans-
formed by Decree No. 59,170 of December 2, 1966 " into a special
industrial financing agency with autonomous financial and adminis-
trative powers. Under its new form, FINAME operates as a subsid-
iary of the BNDE (National Economic Development Bank) through
2 Diario Oficial of July 19, 1966.
-0 Diario Oficial of November 22, 1966.
:1 Diario Oficial of December 5, 1966.
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which it operates in the capital market. FINAME's administrative
board is composed of eight members, presided over by the president
of the BNDE.
Labor
Law No. 5,107 of September 13, 1966 12 as amended by Decree
Law No. 20 of September 14, 1966 " brings into existence a Guaran-
tee Fund for Time of Service (FGTS), designed to indemnify em-
ployees on dismissal or change of their jobs. It is hoped that the new
system will eventually replace the existing system, under which em-
ployees virtually cannot be discharged after 10 years' employment.
The new system provides that by the 30th day of the month
the employer must pay into his bank an amount equal to 8% of the
salary paid to each employee in the previous month. This applies
to all employers subject to the Consolidation of the Labor Laws
(CLT), with a few exceptions. The employee may opt to take part
in the scheme, but need not do so. If he does so, the money is placed
in an account in his name; if not, the employer places it in his own
name, but designated for the particular employee. The total of all
moneys paid in is placed in the central fund (FGTS), under the
control of the National Housing Bank. Individual deposits will
have the advantages of monetary correction and interest. Interest will
vary from 3 % to 6%, depending on the length of continuous service.
The 8% paid in by employers replaces various contributions
which they were previously required to make. Such contributions
totaled 6.2% of the new total; thus, only 1.8% of the 8% can be
considered a new, additional cost to the employer.
Prior to this law, with the exception of employees with 10 years
or more of service, the employee had a right to indemnity only on
wrongful dismissal. The position now is as follows:
(a) Wrongful Dismissal. An employee, whether or not he has
opted for the scheme, gets the money in the account immediately
for his own free use, together with monetary correction and interest.
The employer must also pay an additional 10% of the total value
of the money in the account as a penalty.
(b) Voluntary Leaving or End of Service Through Age or Ill-
ness. Employees who opted for the scheme obtain a limited right
to use the account, with monetary correction and interest.
32 Diario Oficial of September 14, 1966.
3 Diario Oficial of September 15, 1966.
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(c) Justified Dismissal or Breach of Contract by Employee.
Those opting for the scheme get limited use of the money in the
account without monetary correction or interest.
Except when the employee is entitled to use the account under
(a) above, he may use the money only as permitted by his trade union,
which will act as advised by the Ministry of Labor and Social Security.
Broadly, this will be for certain commercial and agricultural activities,
for buying a house, in cases of grave necessity, or for marriage of
a female employee. An employee may be able to use the account
during employment for certain similar, but more restricted, purposes.
Except in (a) above, an employee who has not opted for the scheme
can never use the account, and the money reverts to the employer.
The law also contains provisions for continuation of the account on
the taking up of new employment, and for taking into account service
prior to the new law. On the death of an employee the account can
be transferred to his dependents, and an employee who opted for the
scheme, and who has over 10 years service when this law takes
effect, can make a voluntary agreement to leave. He then gets free use
of his account and the employer must also pay him not less than 60%
of twice the number of years' service multiplied by the largest monthly
salary paid.
Law No. 5,107 was regulated by Decree No. 59,820 of Decem-
ber 20, 1966."
Mining
On February 28, 1967, a completely new Mining Code was
signed by President Castelo Branco (Decree-Law No. 227 of Feb-
ruary 28, 1967). It was modified slightly by Decree-Law No. 318
of March 14, 1967 and, as amended, went into effect on March 15,
1967.
All prospecting, mining, distribution, and consumption of min-
eral resources in Brazil come under the provisions of the new Code's
98 articles. Under the prior Code, the legality of foreign participation
in mining activities was sometimes questioned. The new law, how-
ever, makes it quite clear that, henceforth, foreign persons or entities
may participate fully in companies organized in Brazil for the purpose
of exploiting mineral resources. Unfortunately, the regulations which
were to have been issued pursuant to the new law have not yet been
34 Diario Oficial of December 27, 1966.
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forthcoming; thus, although the new law completely supersedes the
old C6digo de Minas, some of the provisions of the latter (as, for
example, the limitations on the size of prospecting concessions) have
temporarily remained in force, pending the issuance of the regulations.
Taxation
During the past year, major efforts in Brazil have been devoted
to the complete overhaul of the tax system, the outlines of which
were described in last year's report.
The cardinal points and principles of the new system are set
forth in Chapter V (Articles 18 through 28) of the 1967 Constitution.
This Chapter constitutes in general a restatement, with refinements
and some changes, of Amendment No. 18, of December 1, 1965,
to the prior Constitution.
An important intermediate step in carrying out the new system
was the adoption of a completely new Tax Code, Law No. 5,172
of October 25, 1966,"' which took effect on January 1, 1967. The
Tax Code defines the tax system more particularly than does the
Constitution, but still in broad outline, and without any provisions
regarding rates, exemptions, and similar details. It is divided into
two main parts, or Books.
Book I sets forth definitions of the national taxing system and
authority and the limitations thereof. The various kinds of taxes which
comprise the system are described and the respective federal, state,
and municipal jurisdictions defined. The taxes provided for are as
follows: taxes on imports and exports (federal); on property (some
federal, some state, some municipal); on income (federal); on in-
dustrial production (federal); on circulation or turnover (state and
municipal); on financial transactions (federal); on transportation
and communication services (federal); on all other services (mu-
nicipal); the sole tax on fuels, lubricants, electric power, and minerals
(federal); emergency taxes (federal); and also fees for services and
assessments for improvements (federal, state, and municipal). For
each tax, the Code defines (1) the "taxable event"; (2) the basis
of computation; and (3) the taxpayer who is responsible for payment.
Rules are prescribed for distribution of tax income among the three
taxing entities.
Book II deals with the normative rules of tax law, tax adminis-
tration, and collection.
3 Diario Oficial of October 27, 1966.
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As stated above, the Tax Code does not cover such specifics as
rates, deductions, exemptions, and similar matters. These continue
to be dealt with in the existing consolidation (Decree No. 58,400
of May 10, 1966)36 and by subsequent legislation.
In November 1966, the new system was implemented by a series
of decree-laws affecting specific taxes. Among the principal develop-
ments are:
Income Tax. Decree Law No. 62 of November 21, 1966 87
increased the tax rate on corporations to 30% (Article 1). In addi-
tion, it imposed, for 1967 only, a surtax of 10% (of the tax) on
companies doing business in Brazil and individuals whose income
tax exceeds Cr.1 million (Ncr.1,000), the proceeds of which are to
go to the BNDE (National Economic Development Bank). In
exchange, affected taxpayers are to receive an equivalent value in
shares held by BNDE in other companies as a result of equity financ-
ings. The surtax is, thus, a kind of obligatory investment. How the
shares will be selected, valued, and allocated among taxpayers are
questions not yet answered (Article 2). New provisions on "mone-
tary correction" of companies' accounts are introduced; credits result-
ing from such adjustments can be offset by losses from the current
or prior years (Articles 3 through 9). Non-financial businesses (e.g.,
retailers) which make installment sales must report the results of their
credit operations separately; and if the profit thereon exceeds 10%
of the cost, a tax of 50% of the excess is imposed (Article 13).
The 7% tax on dividend distributions, created by Article 38 of Law
4,506 of November 1964, was repealed (Article 15).
Decree No. 59,560 of November 14, 1966 38 permits individual
taxpayers to deduct from gross income 30% of amounts which they
invest in certain Treasury obligAtions, provided they are held at least
two years.
Decree Law No. 94 of December 30, 1966 " permitted tax-
payers to correct, on or before April 30, 1967, prior omissions in
their declarations of assets held abroad without penalty.
Portaria No. 184 of June 8, 1966 of the Ministry of Finance 40
promulgated a ruling that payments received for preparation of certain
36 Diario Oficial of May 12, 1966.
. Diario Oficial of November 22, 1966.
38 Diario Oficial of November 16, 1966.
39Diario Oficial of January 4, 1967.
40 Diario Oficial of June 13, 1966.
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investment projects (such as feasibility and engineering studies and the
like) when the work is done outside Brazil, or only partly in Brazil, will
be subject to Brazilian income tax only with respect to the work done
in Brazil; remittances of payment for such work done abroad were
facilitated.
Tax on Manufactures. By Decree Law No. 34 of November 18,
1966 "' the name of the former Imposto de Consumo was changed to
Imposto sobre Produtos Industrializados, in conformity with the Tax
Code and the Constitution. This is a one-time tax, reserved to the
Federal Government. Decree Law No. 34 made a number of changes
in the items subject to tax (Article 2), in addition to abolishing a
number of minor taxes (Article 14).
Turnover Tax (ICM). As noted last year, the most revolutionary
single change in the tax system was the shift in the sales tax from the
"cascade" to the "added value" principle. In the process, the name of
the tax, which is the principal source of revenue for the states and
municipalities, was changed from Imposto sobre Vendas e Con-
signagoes to Imposto sobre Circula do de Mercadorias, or "ICM."
Because it is so new, this tax has given rise to problems. The
provisions of the Tax Code relating to it (Articles 52-58) were im-
plemented by Decree Law No. 28, of November 14, 1966 42 and there-
after by Atos Complementarios (Complementary Acts) No. 27 of
December 8, 1966,"3 No. 31 of December 28, 1966," and No. 34 of
January 30, 1967.11
Following consultations by the Federal Government with the
Secretaries of Finance of the states, these laws introduced substantial
changes in the Tax Code, regarding the ICM. Pursuant to authoriza-
tion by the states, the Federal Government prescribed that rates of the
tax would be adopted by the states within the range of 12% and
16%.
All states and territories within the same economic region are re-
quired to agree upon uniform exemptions and tax concessions; and
any prior concessions inconsistent with such uniform agreements are
repealed, effective March 1, 1967.
While the states have charged that the ICM is producing inade-
quate revenue, taxpayers complain of hardship in meeting tax pay-
41 Diario Oficial of November 18, 1966.
42 Diario Oficial of November 14, 1966.
43 Diario Oficial of December 9, 1966.
44 Diario Oficial of December 29, 1966.45 Diario Oficial of January 31, 1967.
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ments. Decree Law No. 326 of May 8, 1967 granted additional time
to pay.
Incentives. The Government continued to devise tax and other
incentives to investment in industries, activities, and geographical areas
regarded as having special importance for development.
The development program of the Northeast region, which through
SUDENE has shown substantial accomplishment, benefited from ad-
ditional incentives granted by Decree No. 58,666-A of June 16,
1966 6 under which individuals and corporate taxpayers are autho-
rized to deduct from (i.e., credit against) income taxes certain invest-
ments in specified securities and approved direct investments in the
area. See also Decree No. 59,001 of August 5, 1966.1'
Incentives benefiting the newer program for development of the
Amazon region were regulated by Decree No. 58,989 of August 4,
1966 8 regarding the supervisory entity, SPVEA, and by Law No.
5,122 of September 28, 1966 " reorganizing and strengthening the
Banco da Amazonia, S.A., which is the executive of the program.
A favored form of tax incentive to industries of special impor-
tance consists of exemption from import duties and excise tax (now tax
on manufactures) with respect to the importation of machinery, equip-
ment, parts, and, sometimes, raw materials. Law No. 5,041 of June
21, 1966 -0 grants such exemptions for a period of six years to imports
required for the manufacture of aircraft and parts. Other similar
incentives are provided by Decree-Law No. 46 of November 18,
1966" to the following classes of industries:
manufactured foodstuffs for human or animal consumption,
synthetic fibers and textiles in general,
electrical and electronic products,
civil construction,
books and paper.
Decree-Law No. 65 of November 21, 1966 5' extends these incentives
for five years to the manufacture of diesel engines.
It is a condition of all these concessions that importations be
necessary for projects approved by the Executive Group established to
46 Diario Oficial of July 29, 1966.
41 Diario Oficial of August 8, 1966.
48 Diario Oficial of August 5, 1966.
49 Diario Oficial of September 29, 1966.
50 Diario Oficial of June 22, 1966.
51 Diario Oficial of November 21, 1966.
52 Diario Oficial of November 22, 1966.
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supervise the development of each sector; and that they not apply to
products which are produced in Brazil under satisfactory conditions.
More limited measures are designed to stimulate manufacture of
fertilizers (Law No. 5,067 of July 6, 1966) " and to foster reforesta-
tion (Law No. 5,106 of September 2, 1966). 4
Incentives in the form of reduced income taxes afforded to com-
panies which hold their prices within prescribed limits, under Decree-
Law No. 38 of November 18, 1966,"5 are accompanied by penalties
in the form of tax surcharges for those which do not. Regulations are
contained in Decree No. 60,205 of February 10, 1967."
Finally, as noted elsewhere in more detail, tax concessions are
granted for the purpose of stimulating exports under Law No. 5,025 of
June 10, 1966, "7 Articles 54-59. Regulations are in Decree No.
59,607 of November 28, 1966.5"
Territorial Waters
Decree-Law No. 44 of November 18, 1966 " increases to six
nautical miles the territorial waters of Brazil and reserves exclusive
fishing rights in an additional area of six nautical miles.
Chile
Constitution
Law No. 16,615 of January 18, 1967 " amends Article 10 (10)
of the Constitution. This provision guarantees the "right to property
in its various forms." The previous provision had guaranteed "the
inviolability of all property without any distinction whatsoever."
Though it has been maintained that this change in wording represents
no change in substance, some weakening in the guarantee can perhaps
be discerned.
Succeeding paragraphs amplify and modify the basic guarantee.
The first of these provides that the law shall determine the method of
acquisition, enjoyment, and disposition of property and may impose
53 Diario Oficial of July 11, 1966.
54Diario Oficial of September 5, 1966.
55 Diario Oficial of November 21, 1966.
56 Diario Oficial of February 13, 1967.
51 Diario Oficial of June 15, 1966.
58 Diario Oficial of December 2, 1966.
51 Diario Oficial of November 21, 1966.
60 Diario Oficial of January 20, 1967.
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the limitations and obligations necessary to insure its "social function"
and "accessibility to all." The "social function" is defined as "that
which is demanded by the general interests of the State, public utility
and health, the better use of productive resources and energies in the
service of the community, and the raising of living conditions of the
inhabitants in general." This clause does not represent a serious de-
parture from previous law, but rather a clear formulation of purposes
and policies already inherent in legislation and case law.
The second modifying clause provides that "when the interests of
the national community so demand, the law may reserve for the State
the exclusive ownership of natural resources, productive properties,
or others which it may declare to be of prime importance to the eco-
nomic, social or cultural life of the country. It will also further the
suitable distribution of property and the constitution of family prop-
erty." It is interesting to note that the Senate committee introduced a
substantial change in the amendment as originally planned by elimi-
nating the following sentence from the version passed by the House:
"When the interest of the community requires it, the law may reserve
for the National Government the exclusive control of any kind of
property." The potentially broad scope of the provision is further
narrowed by the fact that properties can be reserved for the Nation
only by means of legislation and only in cases of pre-eminent impor-
tance to the country.
The third modifying clause deals with expropriation. Before
amendment it provided for expropriation only by virtue of judicial
sentence or by reason of public utility declared in legislation. The
clause now reads, "No one may be deprived of his property except by
virtue of a general or special law authorizing the expropriation for
reasons of public utility or social interest." The effect of the amend-
ment is to remove expropriation from the control of the ordinary courts
and subject it entirely to the discretion of the legislature, which may
act not only under the old standard of public utility, but now also under
a new standard of "social interest."
The manner and amount of compensation depends on the type
of property involved. In general, compensation is to be determined by
a balancing of the interests of the community and of persons expro-
priated. Precise norms are to be established by law, and the courts are
to award compensation only in accordance with these norms. Such
legislation will determine the manner of compensation, the amount to
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be paid in cash, the conditions for payment of this balance, if any, and
the time and method for take-over of the expropriated property.
The fourth modifying clause makes special provision for the
expropriation of rural property. Compensation is to be equivalent to
"the ruling property valuation for the purposes of real estate tax
payments, plus the value of any improvements not included in such
value, and may be paid part in cash and the balance in periodical
payments over a period not exceeding thirty years, all this in the
manner and under the conditions determined by the law." Since com-
mercial values are usually considerably greater than assessed values,
this clause places owners of rural property at some disadvantage. A
special clause provides, however, that "small rural properties worked
by their owners and dwellings inhabited by the owner may not be
expropriated without prior payment of the compensation."
The final modifying clause provides that "the law may reserve for
national ownership for public use all existing waters in national terri-
tory and expropriate, for incorporation into the national dominion,
any which may be privately owned." Persons affected may continue
to use the expropriated waters and will be entitled to compensation
only when the water available to them becomes insufficient to satisfy
their needs as they existed before the expropriation.
Customs
Decree No. 2198 of October 10, 1966 " reduces the customs
duties on the importation of industrial machinery and equipment which
is not manufactured in the country and which is to be used for the
purpose of setting up new industries or improving existing ones in the
following fields: fishing, copper production, steel industry, industrial-
ization of agricultural products, chemical and petro-chemical in-
dustries, fertilizers, and others.
Foreign Investment
Decree No. 114 of August 30, 1966,2 which enacts regulations
under Article 13-A of Law No. 11,828 of May 5, 1955, as amended,
obliges certain enterprises to invest in Chile a portion of the net profits
to be fixed by the President of the Republic. The enterprises affected
are foreign companies conducting large-scale copper mining (gran
61 Diario Oficial of October 24, 1966.
2 Diario Oficial of September 29, 1966.
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mineria), medium-scale copper mining (mediana mineria), and mixed
mining companies. The decree defines as foreign those companies
organized outside the country, their agencies in Chile, and their
Chilean subsidiaries.
Labor
Law No. 16,455 of April 5, 1966 63 states that labor contracts
cannot be terminated by the employer unless based on justified causes
which are set forth in the law. The employer must notify the Labor
Department within two days of the reasons for termination of the
contract. If the employee considers the reasons unjustified, he may
apply to the Special Labor Court in the jurisdiction. The decision
of this Court is not subject to appeal. If the decision of the Court is
against the employer, the employee is reinstated, or is entitled to an
indemnification equal to not less than one month's salary for each
year of service. The provisions of this law do not apply to persons in
managerial positions.
Taxation
Title V of the Income Tax Law provides for an "additional tax"
of 30% payable by foreign individuals or enterprises not residing or
domiciled in Chile on profits and dividends distributed to them by
entities incorporated in Chile (stock dividends and return of capital
being excluded). This tax is subject to a 25% surcharge during
1966 and 1967 pursuant to Law No. 15,250. Previously, persons
residing outside of Chile were subject to a 7.5% tax on the accrued
profits to which they would be entitled in accordance with their
holdings. This was payable in lieu of the 25% surcharge mentioned
above.
Law No. 16,528 of August 9, 1966 6' introduces certain changes
in this scheme. It now makes the 7.5% tax payable in addition to
the 25% surcharge. But at the same time it provides for certain ex-
emptions whose apparent purpose is to determine the true beneficial
ownership of stock. Exemptions from the tax are granted to those
persons who declare under oath either that the stock which they hold
is actually their property, or that it appears under their names for
reasons of management arrangements (trust or any other type of
63 Diario Oficial of April 6, 1966.
64 Diario Oficial of August 17, 1966.
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mandate, deposit, guarantee, or similar arrangement) made by the
real owner. In the latter case, the real owner's identity and domicile
must be disclosed in the declaration. Law No. 16,528 also exempts
from payment of the 30% additional tax remittances abroad with
respect to capital brought into the country under the protection of
legislation enacted to encourage investments in Chile in activities of
national interest registered with the Central Bank.
Law No. 16,466 of April 27, 1966 6 creates a tax of 6% on the
price or value of personal property transferred in a sale, exchange, or
any other transaction intended to transfer ownership. This rate is re-
duced to 1.2% if the transfer applies to cattle, poultry, wheat, rice,
salt, flour, antibiotics, or baby food. The rate is increased to 12% for
the transfer of radios, binoculars, furniture, china, and toiletries. The
rate is 20% for the transfer of jewelry, precious stones, and television
sets, except when the price of the article does not exceed six vital
monthly salaries. The purchase of foreign currency is subject to a
rate of 4%.
Decree No. 189 of January 18, 1966 "; increases by 24% all of
the fixed rates included in Law No. 16,272 of August 4, 1965, known
as the Stamp Tax Law.
Colombia
Constitution
Under Law No. 76 of December 20, 1966 17 and in accordance
with Article 3 of the Plebiscitary Reform of 1957, it will be unneces-
sary during the next 2 years to have the two-thirds majority of the vote
of the members of the Permanent Constitutional Commission to
approve bills on agrarian reforms, fiscal and monetary matters, codes,
etc., but an absolute majority will be sufficient.
Exchange Control
Since May 1966 voluminous and comprehensive legislation has
been enacted on Exchange Control owing to a decrease in the price of
coffee in the international market, to the maturity of debts owed by the
Bank of the Republic, the Federal Government, and the National
Association of Coffee Growers, and to the reduction of gold reserves
'5 Diario Oficial of April 29, 1966.
66 Diario Oficial of January 29, 1966.
67 Diario Oficial of December 28, 1966.
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and foreign exchange. As a result of Decree No. 2867/66 of Novem-
ber 29, 1966 68 sweeping measures were put into effect: (1) external
payments were made subject to a schedule of priority, and (2) all
individuals and entities holding foreign exchange in Colombia or else-
where or who possess legal evidence of foreign exchange must report
such holdings to the Registry of Foreign Exchange and may not dis-
pose of them without prior consent of the Registry.
A number of implementing decrees, resolutions, and regulations
were subsequently passed. Under Decree No. 444 of March 22,
1967,69 as amended by Decree No. 688 of April 20, 1967,0 the Bank
of the Republic and commercial banks were given exclusive rights to
purchase and sell foreign exchange. By Resolution No. 49 of Decem-
ber 1, 1966 71 the purchase price of the U.S. dollar was fixed at C.ps.
16.25, and its selling price at C.ps. 16.30. Colombian residents must
sell their exchange deposits abroad to the Bank of the Republic, but
foreigners either temporarily or permanently resident in Colombia
can maintain and dispose of currency, securities, and properties abroad.
Transitory residents with obligations abroad to fulfill may request from
the Exchange Control Authorities permission to pay such obligations
with foreign currency derived from income received in the country.
The new legislation also covers the import and export of goods.
It taxes most imports and makes them subject to acquisition of a permit
(Resolution No. 29 of November 29, 1966).11 It taxes the exportation
of coffee. It creates an exchange certificate, the rate of exchange for
which will be determined periodically according to the certificate's
market value.
In lieu of the tax exemption granted to exporters by Article 120
of the Income Tax Law, Tax Credit Certificates are now granted to
producers of exported goods.
International Agreements
Decree No. 109 of January 24, 1967 " approved the 1929
Warsaw Convention, the 1959 Protocol of the The Hague, and the
Guadalajara Treaty, all on international air transportation.
6 8 Diario Oficial of December 19, 1966.
69 Diario Oficial of April 6, 1967.
70 Diario Oficial of April 22, 1967.
71 Junta Monetaria, December 22, 1966.
72 Junta de Comercio Exterior.
73Diario Oficial of Deceffiber 28, 1966.
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Investments
Under Colombian industrial investment law considerable uncer-
tainty existed as to the meaning of the term "new industry." Decree
No. 1393 of June 23, 1961 7' defined a new industry as one engaged
in an area of production in which domestic output "is notably less
than that required by national consumption." In Decree No. 1731 of
July 6, 1966 71 clarification of the term is made with reference to basic
and complementary iron production industries. "Notably less" is de-
fined in this context to mean a situation in which prior to 1960 the
proportion between national production and consumption did not
exceed 50%.
Labor
Decree No. 1317 of May 26, 1966 " provided for the creation of
"company advisory councils" for all businesses employing over 100
persons. These "councils" are to be composed of both company and
employee representatives and are intended to provide for a cooperative
effort to resolve mutual problems. As yet the councils have not be-
come operative and there is some feeling that the concept will not be
put into effect in the near future.
Land Reform
Under Decree Law No. 2969 of December 7, 1966 7 the terms of
leases of small parcels of land are extended for an indefinite time, and
the lessor cannot repossess the land while the lessee does not default
in payment of the rent. Small parcels of land are those not in excess
of the so-called "family agricultural unit."
Price Controls
With the purpose of avoiding price speculation, the Government
brought a substantial number of products under price control. In-
cluded in the list are automotive spare parts and construction ma-
chinery and materials. Resolution No. 18 of December 1, 1966;78
74 Diario Oficial of July 5, 1961.
75 Diario Oficial of July 22, 1966.
76 Diario Oficial of June 8, 1966.
77 Diario Oficial of December 19, 1966.
78 Legislaci6n Econ6mica, December 20, 1966.
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Resolution No. 2 of January 5, 1967; " and Resolution No. 4 of
January 16, 1967.80
Taxation
CATTLE. Decree Law No. 1594 of June 24, 1966 81 prescribes
that cattle owners invest in Internal Public Debt Bonds 50 pesos for
each male and 100 pesos for each female head of cattle destined for
internal consumption or for exportation. They must also pay an addi-
tional income tax equivalent to the value of four kilos of cattle beef.
This latter tax may be paid with the above bonds.
FOREIGN TRAVEL. Decree Law No. 1592 of June 24, 1966 82
imposes a stamp tax of 500 pesos on Colombians and foreigners resid-
ing in the country who travel abroad. Regulations on this tax were
enacted under Decree No. 1671 of June 30, 1966 88 and Decree No.
1923 of July 25, 1966.84 According to the latter the tax is to be paid
in cash and the payment will be noted on the passport. Colombians
who remain abroad over three consecutive months or over four non-
successive months during the taxable year will pay a 15 % surcharge on
their income tax, and an additional 2% surcharge for each month or
fraction in excess of the above period.
INCOME TAX. Under Decree No. 2159 of August 19, 1966 8
payments made to workers for Sundays and days of rest with pay, as
well as for work performed on Sundays and holidays, are considered
part of the salary for tax purposes.
Some confusion was generated by Decree No. 2933 of December
5, 1966,86 which increased the tax withheld at the source on personal
and corporate income exceeding C.ps. 2000 derived from employment
which was said to include income from wages, salaries, commissions,
and dividends. The new withholding rates were fixed at between 0.5 %
and 5%. In view of the fact that under prior law taxes on dividends
paid to non-residents were withheld at the source on a 12% basis, un-
certainty arose as to whether the new law intended to decrease the
latter withholding tax to a 5 % maximum. Official Circular No. 22316
19 Legislaci6n Econ6mica, February 15, 1967.
80 Legislaci6n Econ6mica, February 28, 1967.
81 Diario Oficial of July 5, 1966.
82 Diario Oficial of July 5, 1966.
83 Diario Oficial of July 22, 1966.
84 Diario Oficial of August 9, 1966.
88 Diario Oficial of August 31, 1966.
88 Diario Oficial of December 19, 1966.
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of December 19, 1966 of the Treasury Department explained that
withholding taxes on non-resident recipients of dividends would con-
tinue at a 12% rate.
SALES TAX. An across-the board increase in the sales tax rate
was introduced by Decree No. 1595 of June 24, 1966.87 Rates previ-
ously fixed at 8% and 10% were raised to 15%; those at 5% were
elevated to 8%. In addition, this new decree contains important
classifications of rules and concepts under the basic 1963 decree. Most
significantly it is now clear that the sales tax is payable upon either the
"real" or "symbolic" delivery of goods, i.e., upon physical delivery of
the goods or upon the delivery of the title instrument. Furthermore,
neither the reservation of title by the seller nor the promise to sell back
to the seller shall postpone or avoid the tax.
STAMP TAX. Under Decree Law No. 1594, supra, a stamp tax
from 25 to 96 pesos is imposed on licenses for privately owned vehicles




The Second Civil Chamber of the Supreme Court of Justice, in
Decision 503 of June 15, 1965, held that although land expropriated
under the Ley de Tierras y Colonizaci6n may be paid for in bonds, in
making the payment the depreciated value of the bonds is to be taken
into consideration and the amount of the bonds used in payment must
be equal to the true value of the expropriated land.
Labor
Executive Decree No. 13 of August 12, 1966 88 contains the
minimum salaries in effect for the period of October 1, 1966 to Sep-
tember 30, 1968.
Procedure
Legislative Decree No. 3667 of March 12, 1966 89 establishes and
regulates the Contentious Administrative Jurisdiction.
87 Diario Oficial of July 5, 1966.
88 Gaceta of August 23, 1966.
89 Gaceta of March 19, 1966.
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Legislative Decree No. 3830 of December 3, 1966 90 creates the
Contentious Administrative and Civil Superior Tribunal.
Real Property
Legislative Decree No. 3670 of March 21, 1966 "1 is the Hori-
zontal Property Law which pertains to the cooperative ownership of
apartment housing.
Taxation
Executive Decree No. 4 of March 31, 1967 92 amends the Con-
sumption Tax Law 3282 of 1964 to include various articles and in-
creases the tax rates on certain articles. This affects imports as well as
items manufactured in Costa Rica.
Dominican Republic
Commercial Law
The Law of Protection of Import Agents, Law No. 173 of April
6, 1966, 9' is of considerable significance for commercial agencies. In
the motives section of the law concern is expressed about the alarming
increase on the part of foreign principals of the practice of peremptorily
terminating agency and concession agreements with Dominican agents
after these have helped create a local market for the foreign business.
To discourage such practices the following prohibitions are set forth by
the new law. A contract of agency or concession involving the impor-
tation, distribution, sale, lease, or other form of trading in merchandise,
may not be terminated, suspended, or substituted without just cause
irrespective of any contract clause permitting unilateral termination by
either party. Nor may the principal refuse to renew the contract with-
out just cause. The key concept in this rule is the term "just cause."
As defined in the law, just cause is reduced to a.single basis-namely,
the breach by the agent of an essential provision of the contract pro-
vided such breach has a substantial adverse effect on the principal's
interest in the importation, sale, lease of the merchandise or products
involved.
Should the principal act in violation of the above prohibitions,
90 Gaceta of December 8, 1966.
"I Gaceta of April 22, 1966.
92 Citation 18 to Gaceta of March 21, 1967.
93 Gaceta Oficial of June 30, 1966.
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the agent is given the right to bring an action against him for damages.
The bases for calculating damages are specifically set forth as follows:
a) Losses suffered by the agent arising out of his personal efforts
to develop the business.
b) Actual value of the agent's investment in procuring or leas-
ing a location for the business of which he has been deprived.
c) Value of the agent's inventory of merchandise and acces-
sories that he may no longer sell.
d) The amount of profits obtained by the principal over the last
5 years preceding the termination of the contract or if the
contract has been in force for a shorter period, then for such
period.
Constitutional Law
On November 28, 1966, a new Constitution was promulgated."
The form of government is declared to be a centralized representative
democracy. The political subdivisions are made up of a National Dis-
trict, provinces, and their municipal subdivisions. Power is divided
among the executive, legislature, and judiciary. The legislative branch
is comprised of two houses, Senate and House of Deputies. Senators
are elected on the basis of one for each province while the Deputies
are elected by the provinces and National District on a population basis
of one representative for each 50,000 inhabitants. The terms of office
of the President, Senators, and Deputies are each four years.
One of the "Individual Rights" provided for is the "right to own
property." As a consequence, no person may be deprived of his
property unless it be justified by public or social need and in no case
may it be done without prior payment of its just value as determined by
decision of a competent tribunal. This right, like all other individual
rights, is granted to every person, Dominican and foreigner.
Investments
The Law of Financial Institutions, enacted on June 30, 1966,
as Law No. 292," permits the creation of financial companies whose
main purpose is the making of loans to, investment in, and creation of
other companies whose activities contribute to the development of the
national economy. Two significant benefits are attached to the crea-
94 Gaceta Oficial of November 29, 1966.
91 Gaceta Oficial of June 30, 1966.
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tion of these financial institutions. They will be exempt for 12 years
from all income and related taxes up to 15% of paid-in capital and
reserves. The excess over said percentage is taxable. Second, those
who invest in these institutions need pay no taxes on 50% of the
amount of profits distributed to them.
Taxation
Since 1931 Dominican law has provided that owners of any type
of commercial company are jointly liable for the payment of taxes
owed by their company. By Law No. 43 of October 11, 1966 " this
rule has been eliminated.
Under Law No. 242 of June 2, 1966,'- the total exemption from
import duties on machinery, equipment, and spare-parts which was




The Monetary Board (Junta Monetaria) of the Central Bank of
Ecuador issued Resolution No. 476 of October 19, 1966 which re-
places Resolution No. 407 of 1963 and is intended to interpret the
principles and procedures in dealing with exchange control and regis-
tration of capital as set forth in the legislation on the subject. The
new resolution provides that, except for the interest rate, investments
in the form of loans will be registered according to the loan contract
or agreement between the parties. It increases the maximum rate
which can be registered from 7% per annum to 71/2 %, and clearly
implies that there is no limit on the amount of principal which can be
repaid each year. This resolution, contrary to its predecessor, provides
that the annual percentage allowed for equity investments applies only
to return on the capital, that is, dividends and profits, not to return
of the capital. The percentage has been fixed up to 12% per annum.
It also provides that if equity investments are left in the country for
at least 5 years after registration, official exchange will be allowed for
the return of 100% of the capital registered all at one time or in install-
ments of over a period of time as may be agreeable to the investor.
96 Gaceta Oficial of November 3, 1966.
97 Gaceta Oficial of June 4, 1966.
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Foreign Investment
According to Resolution No. 479 of June 20, 1966 00 all foreign
corporations in order to undertake any activity in Ecuador and to
obtain the authorization from the Office of Corporations (Intendencia
de Compahias A n6nimas) must assign to its Ecuadorian operations a
minimum capital of 200,000 sucres or its equivalent in foreign
currency.
Land Reform
Supreme Decree No. 1067 of September 22, 1966 " gives the
Supreme Court of Justice jurisdiction throughout the national territory
to hear and decide all appeals from decisions rendered by the Land
Judges (Jueces de Tierra). The decision rendered by this chamber
will be definitive.
Mining
Supreme Decree No. 1208 of October 3, 1966 100 provides that
in order to obtain mining concessions the applicant must prove tech-
nical and financial ability to undertake exploration and exploitation
activities in the concession area requested. Concession applications
cannot be transferred to third parties and no concession will cover an
area larger than 100,000 hectares. This Supreme Decree also in-
troduces amendments regarding the amounts to be paid in order to
obtain mineral rights.
Taxation
Supreme Decree No. 2812 of December 20, 1965 101 extends for
an indefinite period of time the tax on working capital which pursuant
to Supreme Decree No. 3017 of December 30, 1964 102 was to apply
only until December 1, 1965. Companies whose capital is invested
in industries are exempt from the tax.
Supreme Decree No. 1358 of October 20, 1966 10 includes in-
terest on loans granted by the International Financing Corporation
08 Registro Oficial of September 15, 1966.
" Registro Oficial of September 22, 1966.
100 Registro Oficial of October 7, 1966.
101 Registro Oficial of January 4, 1966.
102 Registro Oficial of February 9, 1965.
103 Registro Oficial of October 25, 1966.
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(Corporaci6n Financiera Internacional) in the exemption of Article 40
of the Income Tax Law and the maximum interest rate to which the
exemption will apply is fixed at 71 2 % (previously 6% ). The tax rate
applicable to undistributed profits of Ecuadorian corporations under
Article 65 of the Income Tax Law has been increased to 25% (previ-
ously 20%).
Supreme Decree No. 87 of January 17, 1966 104 contains a new
stamp tax law which was subsequently slightly amended by Supreme
Decree No. 463 of February 25, 1966.15
Guatemala
When the new President, Lic. Julio Csar M~ndez Montenegro,
was inaugurated on July 1, 1966, he found Guatemala in a state of
chaos economically, politically, and militarily. Reorganization has
proceeded slowly. There have been quite a number of Governmental
Decrees declaring a state of siege, usually for a period of 30 days, and
these have been renewed from time to time. As a result of complete
political and administrative changes during the past year, the Congress
was kept busy with laws effecting political and economic measures,
most of which were of an emergency nature.
Constitution
Decree No. 9 10' of the Legislative Assembly regulates the liberty
of expression and information.
Decree No. 8 107 of the Legislative Assembly regulates Amparo,
Habeas Corpus, and Constitutionality Appeals and Proceedings.
Decree of Congress No. 1613 of September 22, 1966 108 enacts a
new Nationality Law and abrogates part of the Law on Foreigners
and other legislation on the subject.
Decree of Congress No. 1600 of July 14, 1966 100 regulates the
integration and functions of the Council of State. This law was
amended by Decree of Congress No. 1640 of December 12, 1966.1
104 Registro Oficial of January 20, 1966.
101 Registro Oficial of February 25, 1966.
106 El Guatemalteco of May 2, 1966.
107 El Guatemalteco of May 4, 1966.
101 El Guatemalteco of October 29, 1966.
109 El Guatenalteco of July 18, 1966.
110 El Guatemalteco of December 19, 1966.
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Government
By Decree No. 12 of May 5, 1966 l1 the Legislative Assembly
ratified all the legislation enacted and administrative action taken by
the Government during the period September 15, 1965 through May
4, 1966.
To finance Government projects and programs for the 1967 fiscal
year, Decree No. 1643 of December 14, 1966 112 authorized the Execu-
tive to issue Treasury Bonds up to Q. 18,000,000. The bonds are to
bearer, 15 year maturity, and bearing interest of 7%, 5%, and 2 %,
depending respectively upon whether the bonds are negotiated abroad,
in the Republic, or while they are in possession of local banks. In
addition, nine separate Decrees of Congress have authorized the
President to contract loans through a number of U.S. and international
financial institutions.
Industry
Resolution of October 31, 1966 1' enacts new Regulations for
the Industrial Development Law, and abrogates the former Regula-
tions and other legalization on the subject.
Resolution of June 29, 1966 1 enacts the Regulations for the
Coffee Law (Decree Law No. 449 of April 19, 1966).
Under Decree Law No. 473 of May 4, 1966,115 insurance com-
panies must be organized in the country in the form of corporations.
Subsidiaries or agencies of foreign companies are prohibited, but those
presently operating in the country may continue with their operations
provided certain requirements are complied with.
Decree Law No. 444 of April 12, 1966,116 issued by the Peralta
Government, caused considerable difficulties for shipping companies
as well as importers of merchandise of all kinds. Under this decree,
individuals or firms who had been granted special exemption rights in
the payment of import duties under the Industrial Development Law
were required to transport all merchandise to Guatemala by the
Flomerca Steamship Line. This is a Government-owned enterprise es-
tablished during the regime of President Miguel Ydigoras Fuentes con-
11 El Guatemalteco of May 7, 1966.
112 El Guatemalteco of December 27, 1966.
113 El Guatemalteco of November 8, 1966.
114 El Guatemalteco of July 9, 1966.
115 El Guatemalteco of May 4-5, 1966.
116 El Guatemalteco of April 13, 1966.
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sisting of two small vessels of limited cargo capacity. It was discovered
very quickly that these two vessels were unable to handle even a small
portion of the freight and, as a result, imports for Guatemala have
piled up in various ports in the United States, and U.S. shipping com-
panies as well as several small Guatemalan steamship lines have com-
plained bitterly. Legislation to amend or abolish the aforementioned
Decree has been introduced in the Guatemalan Congress, but up to the
present time nothing definite has been accomplished.
The Exchange Control Law is also severely handicapping imports
to Guatemala as well as restricting travel by persons from Guatemala
to the United States or elsewhere. Under the regulations of the Junta
Monetaria del Banco de Guatemala, the amount of money which may
be taken out of the country by travelers is greatly reduced and it is
required that the person who secures the dollar exchange must deposit
an amount equal to the amount allowed him, which said deposit is
returned only upon producing evidence of the expenses which have
been incurred in his travels outside the country.
During the past year, most of the oil companies which had se-
cured exploration rights in Guatemala were granted permission to dis-
continue their efforts and to terminate their operations in Guatemala.
More favorable developments include a number of Laws and
Regulations affecting the Central American Common Market.
On January 24, 1967, by Presidential Decree,'17 the intervention
of the International Railways of Central America, which had been
ordered by Governmental Decree No. 1085 of December 22, 1966
was terminated, and the Company resumed its various functions as a
free enterprise.
It is of further interest that a Decree has authorized Firestone
Plantations Company to operate in Guatemala for the development of
the rubber industry.
International Agreements
Decree Law No. 460 of May 3, 1966 "1 approves the Treaty on
Telecommunications signed by Nicaragua, El Salvador, Guatemala,
and Honduras in the City of Managua on April 26, 1966.
Decree Law No. 461 of May 3, 1966 ... approves the Regulations
on the Genealogical Registry of Cattle for the Central American coun-
117El Guatemalteco of January 25, 1967.
118 El Guatemalteco of May 4, 1966.
119 El Guatemalteco of May 4, 1966.
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tries signed by Guatemala, El Salvador, Honduras, Nicaragua, and
Costa Rica in the City of San Salvador on November 5, 1965.
Decree of Congress No. 1632 of December 1, 1966 120 approves
the Protocol for the extension of the International Treaty on Wheat of
1962 signed in Washington on April 4, 1966.
Labor
Resolution of October 18, 1966 1"1 fixes a minimum salary of Q.
1.84 per day for workers of the printing and editorial industry and
connected activity. A minimum salary of Q. 152 per day is fixed for
workers of the hotel industry.
Decree of Congress No. 1634 of December 6, 1966 12 regulates
the half-month Christmas Bonus established for all workers and em-
ployees by Article 114 of the Constitution. The Christmas Bonus
must be added to the regular salary when calculating the severance
pay of Article 82 of the Labor Code.
Taxation
Acuerdo No. 40 of November 30, 1966 123 regulates payment
by foreign and local corporations of the annual Registration Tax of
Article 77 of the Income Tax Law. Corporations exempted by law
or contract from income tax are also exempted from paying the annual
Registration Tax.
Under Decree of Congress No. 1627 of November 30, 1966 124
the following taxes are increased for the 1967 taxable year, exclusively:
1 ) The Three per Thousand Tax is increased by an additional
three per thousand for properties registered in the Tax
Registry with a value in excess of 0. 20,000. These prop-
erties will pay a six per thousand tax during 1967.
2) Under the Income Tax Law dividends or participations sent
or credited to residents abroad are subject to a 10% tax,
which must be withheld by the payer. A 10% surcharge
must be added to the amount of all income taxes.
3) The Stamp Tax is increased from 1 % to 11/2 % for receipts
issued for personal or professional services.
12 0 El Guatemalteco of April 4, 1967.
121 El Guatemalteco of October 21, 1966.
122 El Guatemalteco of December 10, 1966.
123 El Guatemalteco of December 7, 1966.
124 El Guatemalteco of December 12, 1966.
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4) Trips abroad are taxed at 5% on all full rate tickets.
5) Automobiles are taxed at 5% on the net sale value with an
additional 15% on the local list price of 1966 and 1967
models of automobiles imported by private persons.
Resolution of December 28, 1966 125 enacts the Regulation on the
taxes established by Decree No. 1627 discussed above.
Haiti
Adoption
Prior to May 1966 Haiti had no adoption law. The adoption law
of said date provides that the adopted child must be under 16 years
of age. The adoptive parent must be over 35 years of age; however,
in the case of an adoptive married couple, the age limit is lowered to
30 provided they have been married for 10 or more years and have
had no children of their own. The adoptive parents must be at least
19 years older than the adopted child.
Presidential Powers
Legal developments in Haiti since June 1, 1966, have been
dominated by the gradual but unrelenting concentration of power in
the person of President Franqois Duvalier. By Decree of September
17, 1966 the President was given "full power" to deal unilaterally with
any matter adversely affecting political, social, economic, and financial
situations in Haiti. These powers were exercisable during the recess
of Parliament, which extended from September 17, 1966, to April
8, 1967.
Taxation
President Duvalier having expressed concern over the insuffi-
ciency of revenues of his government, the Legislature enacted a gross
receipts tax upon income from the sale of all items produced, as-
sembled, or manufactured in Haiti whenever the product contains
imported material which has been given an import tax exemption. The
gross receipts tax starts at 2% and reaches a maximum level of 10%
on certain products.
11.5 El Guatemalteco of December 29, 1966.




A new Organic Law for Education was adopted by Legislative
Decree No. 79,12 at the same time abrogating the previous law
(1947). The first 6 years of schooling are made mandatory and uni-
versal by law with all costs to be borne by the State. A 200-day school
year is set with the goal of eradicating illiteracy among adults as well
as children. Private enterprises must found and sustain elementary
schools where more than 20 children of school age are living under
rural conditions, and housing developers must transfer to the State
sufficient land for the erection of a school to serve the area.
Finance
By Legislative Decree No. 131,127 the Law of the Bank of the
Workers was adopted and a workers' bank was created. Initial capital
is set at L. 500,000 divided into shares of a par value of L. 10/share
each, but capital may be increased to L. 5,000,000 as warranted.
Capital stock is divided into three classes: Class A, the only voting
class, is reserved to individual workers of the private and public sector
with each shareholder entitled to one vote irrespective of the number
of shares held; Class B-no more than 20% of the authorized
capital-is reserved to labor unions and similar organizations; Class
C is to be purchased by government but any dividends pertaining
thereto will go into the Bank's reserve for its use and will not be
distributed. Employers must withhold from salaries of workers who
either wish to buy shares on time or to carry a savings account with
the Bank. Loans will be available to workers in amounts up to 75%
of the value of shares owned by them, with such shares pledged as
collateral.
Foreign Investment
By Acuerdo No. 1277,1"' the Regulation for the Industrial De-
velopment Law was amended (1) to permit a reimbursement of duties,
taxes, and other charges incurred on importation of finished and semi-
finished materials later incorporated with products intended for ex-
port out of the Central American market and to establish the pro-
126 Gaceta Oficial of January 3, 1967.
127 Gaceta Oficial of December 16, 1966.
128 Gaceta Oficial of February 21, 1967.
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cedures to be followed to effect such reimbursement; (2) to enable the
government to make special concessions to projects considered of
fundamental importance to the industrial development of the Republic
and to establish the procedure for obtaining such special concessions;
(3) to enable private enterprises operating from within the Republic
to obtain greater or renewed benefits in the same industrial category
as that in which such enterprises are then engaged, when it can be
proved that there exists in another country, with which Honduras
maintains free commerce, enterprises with greater benefits in the same
industrial branch; and (4) to eliminate a deadline by which the re-
sponsible government agencies must process and act upon applications
for any benefits under the law.
By Legislative Decree No. 110 of November 14, 1966,129 a
law was enacted to effect greater control of foreigners entering the
Republic to work. All foreigners who wish to work must now first
obtain a Work Card good for two years and renewable thereafter.
Issuance of this Work Card may be restricted when the country of
origin of the applicant does not extend reciprocity to Hondurans in
such country. All employers must require foreigners to present this
card before employing them, under threat of sanctions of up to L. 500
for violation.
Government
By Legislative Decree No. 118,130 a new Electoral Law was
enacted. As a first step toward a full electoral process in the Re-
public, the new law provides for a National Electoral Census begin-
ning on April 1, 1967, and running through November 30, 1967.
This is to be followed on the second Sunday in February 1968 by
elections of municipal authorities throughout the country. A Regula-
tion for the Functioning of Electoral Organizations under the new
Electoral Law has been published. 3'
By Legislative Decree No. 135,3' Congress adopted the budget
for the Republic for fiscal year 1967, balanced at L. 169,905,426
and up from the 1966 budget by L. 25,650,331.
1" Gaceta Oficial of December 2, 1966.
130 Gaceta Oficial of December 13, 1966 and December 15, 1966.
13 Gaceta Oficial of February 16, 1967.
132 Gaceta Oficial of December 31, 1966.
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Professions
By Legislative Decree No. 74 of October 10, 1966 ... the
Organic Law of the Association of Mercantile Experts and Public
Accountants of Honduras was enacted. This law is similar in pattern
and import to a series of laws which have been adopted during the
last 3 years, each organizing and regulating a different profession.
This present law apparently permits only graduates of Honduran
schools or native or naturalized Hondurans to join the Association
and only members thereof may practice the accounting profession
in its various aspects. Violations by private enterprises could result
in fines of up to L. 1,000 and nullification of the affected accounting
operations. The issuance of a L. 5 stamp is provided for, and this
is to be placed, by an Association member on each annual balance
sheet required to be presented to the Government. Without this
stamp, income tax declarations will not be processed.
Taxation
The Sales Tax Law was again amended by Legislative Decree
No. 112 of November 8, 1966 ' to further expand the list of items
exempted from the tax. Items added included raw materials, ma-
chinery, industrial equipment, parts, accessories imported by private
enterprises provided they are destined for production of taxable
articles, and agricultural equipment, machinery, etc., imported for
agricultural or livestock work.
Mexico
Finance
With regard to the Federal District tax on interest, whereas
previously a presumed minimum interest of 6% was provided for
in all cases, the law has been changed to permit the offering of
evidence to rebut the presumption by proving that a rate of less than
6% is provided for.
By Congressional Decree,'35 the name of the Banco Nacional
Hipotecario Urbano y de Obras Ptiblicas, S.A. is changed to Banco
Nqcional de Obras y Servicios Priblicos, S.A. Other amendments
to the Organic Law of the Bank broaden its purpose clause to pro-
133 Gaceta Oficial of November 2, 1966.
134 Gaceta Oficial of November 10, 1966.
133 Diario Oficial of December 29, 1966.
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vide that the Bank may act as financial agent of the Federal Govern-
ment for financing destined to public works and services and the
Bank is authorized to contract loans abroad directly.
A completely new Fiscal Code was adopted, covering procedural
aspects of Federal tax law. It increases the prescription for actions
for unjust enrichment from 2 to 5 years.
Taxation
Effective January 1, 1967, Article 34 of the Income Tax Law
containing the progressive tax rates payable to higher income tax-
payers was amended.' The maximum 42% rate payable to higher
income taxpayers is now applicable to that portion of the total
annual taxable income in excess of Ps. 500,000. Previously, the
42% maximum had been applicable to that portion of annual taxable
income in excess of Ps. 1,000,000.
Fraction IV of the same Article has been deleted, effective July 1,
1967. Under this provision, insurance, credit, and bonding companies
had been allowed, as a credit against their income tax, 10% of
their income from fixed income securities.
Articles 77 and 85 of the Law were amended January 1,
1967, to reduce the minimum taxable income of individuals from
Ps. 150,000 to Ps. 100,000. The tax on the sale of securities by
individuals, which was suspended for the years 1965 and 1966,
has been similarly suspended for the year 1967.
Nicaragua
Constitution
The Constitution was amended by Legislative Decrees No. 1189
and No. 1190 effective May 7, 1966.87 Amendments of interest
are as follows:
1. Property is inviolable and may not be taken except under
certain circumstances and subject to indemnification, as
already provided for in the Constitution. In addition, a
new amendment provides that in the case of agrarian reform,
where uncultivated oversized tracts of land (latifundia)
are involved, indemnification may be by means of bonds,
whose terms will be fixed by law (Article 63).
8:3 Diario Oficial of December 31, 1966.
137 Gaceta Oficial of May 7, 1966.
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2. The Constitution as amended provides for two Vice Presi-
dents (Article 180) and for their election by a majority
of the direct popular vote along with the President (Article
181 ). The Presidents and the Vice Presidents will be elected
for periods of 5 years beginning and ending on the first of
May (Article 184). The presidential term had formerly,
been 6 years. Congress, in joint session, will elect from
among the Vice Presidents the one who shall fill the office of
the President in case of the latter's disability (Article 160
(2)).
3. Local political subdivisions (municipios) will be governed
by a Municipal Council of three members elected popularly
for a 5-year term (Article 178). The prior system called
for appointment of such officials by the Executive for 2-year
terms.
The Electoral Law (considered a law of constitutional or funda-
mental stature) was also amended by Legislative Decree No. 1189,
supra.
Finance
An Organic Law of the National Savings and Loan System was
enacted by Legislative Decree No. 1192.1 The existing Ley Orgdnica
del Instituto Nicaragiiense de la Vivienda, adopted in 1959, was
abrogated.
By Ley Orgdnica del Tribunal de Cuentas, Legislative Decree
No. 1196,13" a supreme court for fiscal supervision of governmental
monetary matters was established. This court is designated as part
of the Executive Branch, and appeals from its decisions may be
submitted to the Supreme Court of Justice.
Government
By Legislative Decree No. 1330,10 a new Ley Orgdnica del
Distrito Nacional y de Municipalidades was enacted, replacing the
1963 law pertaining to municipalities. Under the new law the National
District will be governed by the President of the Republic through an
138 Gaceta Oficial of June 18, 1966.
139 Gaceta Oficial of June 28, 1966.
140 Gaceta Oficial of April 8, 1967.
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appointee. A Regulation Zoning the National District has also been
published,'' broad in application and setting penalties for violation.
International Agreements
By Executive Acuerdo No. 5,4 the Agreement on Investment
Guarantees of the United States in Nicaragua was approved.
Labor
Pursuant to the mandate of Article 328 of the Nicaraguan Labor
Code, a minimum salary was established effective May 7, 1966. For
farm workers the minimum is C$1/hour irrespective of any other
benefits to which they might be entitled under law. In the urban area
of the National District (Managua), the minimum salary was set at
C$ 1.30/hour. For industrial plant workers who work directly with
the process of transformation, elaboration, or manufacture of prod-
ucts, the minimum salary will be C$1.50/hour except for the case
of small businesses referred to in Article 103 of the Labor Code. Also
excepted from the above are plant workers who perform only secon-
dary operations on the products involved. In cities of over 20,000
inhabitants and in Bluefields, the minimum salary was set at
C$1.20/hour. In any populated area where the salary has not other-
wise been set by one of the provisions mentioned above, the minimum
is C$1.00/hour. For domestic workers the minimum is C$1.20/hour
besides applicable food and lodging benefits up to 50% of the said
sum. Task and piece work, profit-sharing arrangements, and fixed
salaries are made comparable to an hourly rate for computation
purposes. Salaries lower than the minimum must be adjusted without
affecting other applicable benefits. Higher salaries will continue un-
affected. Violations expose employers to fines of up to C$500/week
for each violation, besides the continuing obligation to pay the amount
due to meet the minimum requirement." '
Executive Decree No. 1 of October 4, 1966 ... revised the exist-
ing Regulation of Union Associations.
141 Gaceta Oficial of October 28, 1966.
142 Gaceta Oficial of June 29, 1966.
1 For details, see Resolution of the Comisi6n Nacional de Salario Minimo,
Gaceta Oficial of May 7, 1966.
144 Gaceta Oficial of December 9, 1966.
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Land Reform
By Executive Decree No. 139 145 a law providing for a census
and inventory of natural resources was adopted. One of the stated
objectives is the establishment of a modern system to guarantee
equitable and efficient taxation of immovable property. Toward
this end, periodic surveys and review of land valuations are provided
for. Corresponding obligations on the part of the land owner are set
out with sanctions under the Penal Code for violation.
Social Insurance
By Legislative Decree No. 2 .'. the existing Social Security Law
was amended. Besides internal administrative changes, other amend-
ments affect (1) obligatory participants who are not dependent upon
an employer, (2) old age pensions, (3) subsidies on account of sick-
ness not attributable to work, and (4) permanent incapacity resulting
from work.
Taxation
Legislative Decree No. 1248 of December 1, 1966 147 amended
the existing laws taxing movables and immovables so as to harmonize
them with the law known as the Common Tax Legislation. Article 14
(i) and (j) of the Income Tax Law was also changed for this reason.
The purpose of these changes is to encourage the construction of
housing for sale to the working and middle classes and to farmers.
The amendment to the Income Tax Law, for example, raises the
maximum value of the units constructed and exempts income pro-
duced by their sale from taxation under the Law.
Legislative Decree No. 1321 of February 28, 1967 "' amended
Article 42 of the Common Tax Legislation to require lenders of
money to retain, for subsequent delivery to the government taxing
authorities, any taxes owed in connection with loans, and to make
the lender jointly liable with the borrower for the collection of such
sums.
By Executive Acuerdo No. 408-V of August 16, 1966 149 the
revised monthly and annual levies payable to the Chamber of Indus-
145 Gaceta Oficial of April 28, 1967.
146 Gaceta Oficial of April 17, 1967.
147 Gaceta Oficial of December 6, 1966.
148 Gaceta Oficial of March 6, 1967.
14 Gaceta Oficial of September 2, 1966.
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tries of Nicaragua by industrial entities located in the Republic are
set out. Receipts evidencing payments must be shown in order to
obtain import licenses or to receive any of the services extended by
the Chamber.
Legislative Decree No. 1140 "' establishes a Tariff Law for
Honorary Consuls and provides a fee schedule for the legalization
of documents relating to shipments to Nicaragua.
Panama
Commercial Law
Decree No. 147 of May 4, 1966 1 provides that only practic-
ing attorneys or law firms are allowed to act as agents in Panama
of a corporation. The registration of any corporation whose agent
does not have the said qualifications shall be cancelled.
Customs
Decree Law No. 30 of September 15, 1966 12 amends the
articles of the Fiscal Code applicable to the sale, importation, and
exportation of alcoholic beverages and regulates the manner in which
liquor licenses can be obtained. The production of alcoholic beverages
for export is tax exempt and imports of such beverages for processing
or bottling for export of the final product is exempt from custom
duties.
Expropriation
Decree Law No. 15 of September 30, 1965 15. authorizes pay-
ment for expropriated lands to be made in bonds. Previously, the
land owner had the option of receiving bonds or cash.
Taxation
Decree No. 34 of March 4, 1966 1"4 contains a regulation
governing the payment of income tax. Pursuant to this decree the
payment of a quota or the total amount currently due will be first
applied to cover interest due on quotas previously due and remaining
150 Gaceta Oficial of September 17, 1966.
151 Gaceta Oficial of May 5, 1966.
152 Gaceta Oficial of October 10, 1966.
13 Gaceta Oficial of October 11, 1965.
54 Gaceta Oficial of March 10, 1966.
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unpaid; the balance will then be applied to cover surcharges and lastly
to the amount of tax currently due.
Peru
Commercial Law
On July 27, 1966,1'" Peru enacted a new law governing corpora-
tions. It contains 359 articles and is independent of the Commercial
Code, whose provisions relating to companies are abrogated. The
new law is comprehensive, covering general partnerships, limited part-
nerships, stock companies, etc.
Companies must register within 30 days of execution of the
charter (Article 9). Companies registered under the old law must
adapt their certificates to the provisions of the new law within one
year. Companies organized in Peru have Peruvian domicile except
when their business is carried out abroad and domicile is established
outside the country. Companies organized abroad are considered
to have Peruvian domicile if their principal business establishment
is in Peru (Article 15).
A distribution of profits may not take place unless such profits
are actually revealed on the balance sheet. Dividends distributed may
not exceed the amount of profits actually realized. Any agreement to
the contrary is void. If part of the capital is lost, no profits may be
distributed until the full amount of the capital is restored, or the
capital is officially reduced in an amount corresponding to the loss.
Any agreement to the contrary is void (Article 20).
Shares are declared to represent a proportional part of the
capital. The creation of shares that do not represent an actual con-
tribution to capital is void. No stock may be issued that has not been
subscribed (Article 102).
Notwithstanding the vote of a general stockholders' meeting to
dissolve a company, the Executive Power may, by Supreme Resolution
expedited by approval of the Council of Ministers, order its compulsory
continuation if this is considered necessary and useful to the national
economy and social interest. Such a Resolution must determine the
form in which the company will continue operations and provide
means of compensating the stockholders. The Resolution must always
reserve to the stockholders the option to continue the company as
before, providing a decision to this effect is reached by a general meet-
155 El Peruano of August 9 and 10, 1966.
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ing within 3 months after publication of the Supreme Resolution
(Article 319).
Taxation
Under Law No. 16,028 of January 31, 1966 56 interest on cer-
tain loans to private enterprises active in Peru is exempted from the
following taxes: income tax, tax on capital, complementary tax, and
the tax in favor of the unemployed. The loans involved are those
granted by international organizations, foreign financial institutions,
and agencies of foreign governments. The exemptions are subject to
the following conditions: (1) that the loan is invested in activities
contributing to the economic development of the country; (2) that
the Central Reserve Bank is informed of the operation; and (3) that
the annual rate of interest does not exceed 9%.
A new Fiscal Code was enacted by Supreme Decree No. 263H
of August 12, 1966. This new code is divided into the following
main sections: a section containing general provisions, the first book
entitled "Of the Obligation to Pay Taxes," the second book entitled
"Of the Administration and Procedures," the third book entitled




On November 27, 1966, the electorate in Uruguay approved a
constitutional reform "' whose major accomplishment was to elimi-
nate the collegiate form of government modeled upon that of
Switzerland and originally instituted in Uruguay in 1918.
The Executive, which formerly consisted in the National Council
of Government of nine members, now consists of a President, a Vice
President, and a Council of Ministers. Both President and Vice Presi-
dent are elected for terms of 5 years and may not succeed themselves.
Elaborate provision is made for succession should the President or
Vice President or both become incapable of exercising their offices.
Though the collegiate executive has been eliminated, the new
President is still obliged to act under many circumstances with the
156 El Peruano of February 4, 1966.
157 El Peruano of August 17, 1966.
158 Diario Oficial of February 2, 1967.
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advice and consent of the Council of Ministers, composed of the
heads of the eleven ministries for which the Constitution provides.
According to Article 165, an absolute majority of those present at a
meeting of the Council of Ministers can revoke a measure taken by the
President. The President presides over and votes together with the
Council of Ministers, and his vote is decisive in case of a tie.
The local governments of the departments have been reorganized
along similar lines. The former Departmental Councils of seven
members have been replaced by a single Intendente. Departmental
Boards continue to exercise legislative and supervisory functions.
The Intendente may participate in the deliberations of the Depart-
mental Board but may not vote.
Provisions regulating the administration of the Autonomous
Entities and Decentralized Services have been rewritten to take
account of the new form of the Executive Power. The President,
acting with the Council of Ministers, is given greater control over
these entities and the constitution of their boards of directors. There
is now specific provision for a Social Welfare Bank and a Central
Bank of the Republic, both to be organized as autonomous entities.
The provisions of the Constitution concerning the Public Wealth
have been substantially rewritten and a new Office of Planning and
Budget has been created. It is directly under the control of the
President, and its purpose is to "assist the Executive Power in formu-
lating development plans and programs" (Article 230). Article 231
provides that laws may provide for expropriations pertinent to eco-
nomic development plans and programs proposed by the Executive.
According to Article 232, compensation for such expropriations
"need not be paid in advance, but . . . the law must expressly
provide for the resources necessary to ensure its payment in full at
the time specified, which shall never be more than ten years; the
entity making the expropriation may not take possession of the prop-
erty without first having paid at least one fourth of the total com-
pensation. Small property owners, to be defined by law, shall always
receive full compensation before possession of the property is taken."
This provision for delayed compensation is an exception to the general
requirement of Article 32 for compensation in advance.
In addition to the board changes outlined above, the new Con-
stitution has a number of isolated but interesting new provisions.
According to Article 6, "The Republic shall seek to attain social and
economic integration of the Latin American States, especially in
relation to the mutual protection of their products and raw materials.
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Likewise, it shall seek an effective complementation of their public
services."
An increased emphasis on social welfare can be discerned in
provisions safeguarding the "moral and material stability" of the family
(Article 40) and guaranteeing the right of each citizen to a "decent
home" (Article 45).
Article 50 declares that the State shall protect "with all the
means at its disposal the productive activities which create exports
or which replace imported goods."
Article 70 expands compulsory education to include primary,
intermediate, agrarian, or industrial education. "The State shall pro-
mote the development of scientific research and of technical education."
A Ministry of Transportation, Communications and Tourism
has recently been created, and Article 85 (9) provides that the Legis-
lative Power may "declare as of national interest tourist zones, which
shall be administered by the appropriate ministry."
With respect to the initiation of legislation, Article 133 provides
that "the initiative of the Executive Power shall be required for any
bill specifying tax exemptions or fixing minimum wages or prices for
the purchase of the products or goods of public or private enterprise.
The Legislative Power may not increase the tax exemptions nor
the minimum proposed by the Executive Power for wages and prices,
nor may it lower the proposed maximum prices."
Exchange Control
On July 18, 1967, the Uruguayan Government imposed drastic
import restrictions and controls over the free exchange market. All im-
ports except those which are either indispensable to the economy or the
subject of concessions granted by Uruguay to LAFTA members are
prohibited for 180 days. Details were unavailable at the time of
preparing this report; however, the controls appear to be but a part
of Uruguay's having to reckon with past governmental policies which
have brought the country to the edge of bankruptcy. In this regard,
a tax law revision of major consequence is presently under considera-
tion by the Government, but when it will be passed is not known.
International Agreements
By Law No. 13,510,'9 Uruguay ratified the Agreement between
the Government of Uruguay and the Latin American Free Trade
159 Diario Oficial of October 25, 1966.
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Association, signed on December 19, 1963, in Montevideo. The
Agreement grants and specifies diplomatic privileges and immunities
for representatives and personnel of LAFTA, the headquarters of
which are located in Montevideo.
By a companion law, No. 13,511,160 Uruguay ratified the Con-
vention on Territorial Asylum, and with the reservations previously
established, ratified the Convention on Diplomatic Asylum, agreed to
by the Governments of the Member States of the Organization of
American States at the Tenth InterAmerican Conference in Caracas,
March 1-28, 1954.
By Decree 349/966 and 350/966,11 the Complementation
Agreements between Brazil and Uruguay for importation of products
for the electrical industry and products for the electronic industry
and electric communications respectively were approved. Specified
products are given duty preferences in Uruguay, in order to stimulate
regional trade. The products must originate in Brazil, Ecuador, or
Paraguay, under origin rules prescribed in the Decrees. Ecuador and
Paraguay enjoy the benefit of the agreement pursuant to the Treaty
of Montevideo (LAFTA) and subsequent Resolutions, under which
regional complementation agreements are permitted with most favored
nation treatment to member countries declared as lesser developed-
to date, Ecuador and Paraguay.
Venezuela
Colonization
A new Immigration and Colonization Law of July 11, 1966 162
expounds an open-door policy to immigration, with particular stress
on those foreigners who are willing to dedicate themselves to agricul-
ture. Former restrictions limiting immigration to members of the
white race are repealed.
The law provides a sort of "cradle to grave" benefits scheme.
Not only are there no requirements relative to payments or deposits
to obtain an immigration permit, but the Government is allowed to
advance transportation costs. Once in the country, the immigrant
may qualify to receive gratuitously a parcel of uncultivated land.
He may also qualify for a total exemption from direct taxes for a
160 Diario Oficial of October 25, 1966.
161 Diario Oficial of September 9, 1966.
162 Gaceta Oficial (Extraord.) of July 18, 1966.
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period determined by the Executive. Unless Venezuela should find
itself in an international war, the immigrant is exempt from serving in
the armed forces.
Commercial Law
The General Law of Cooperative Associations of July 11,
1966 "' governs the entire area of cooperatives. The use of this
organizational form is limited to persons who are primarily consumers
(persons who acquire goods for their own consumption) and pro-
ducers (those who perform their work directly for the cooperatives),
and to those legal entities formed for non-profit motives. The Federal
Executive is empowered to exonerate cooperatives from all taxes.
Customs
By Decree No. 803 of April 25, 1967 "' and by Ministry of
Hacienda Resolution No. 385,15 import duties were reduced on raw
materials destined for manufacture of items for export, and customs
warehousing fees applicable to such raw materials and items for export
were halved.
Exchange Control
In September 1966 the Central Bank inaugurated a program of
dollar swaps and exchange guarantees permitting short-term bor-
rowings abroad without risk of devaluation. 6 Upon sale of dollars to
the Bank in amounts not less than $50,000, the vendor, upon pay-
ment of a small premium, may obtain the right to repurchase dollars
in the future at 90 or 180 days, renewable at the option of the Central
Bank, at the buying rate of dollars prevailing on the date of sale.
International Agreements
Two important treaties have been belatedly approved and
adopted by Venezuela. On July 11, 1966, President Ratil Leoni
signed the Congressional Law approving the Montevideo Treaty of
February 18, 1960, which set up the Latin American Free Trade
163 Gaceta Oficial (Extraord.) of July 19, 1966.
164 Gaceta Oficial of April 25, 1967.
165 Gaceta Oficial of April 26, 1967.
166 El Nacional of September 14, 1966.
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Association. 16 7 On August 31, 1966, it formally entered LAFTA
with the deposit of the instruments of ratification at the organization's
Montevideo headquarters. Other members of LAFTA have inter-
preted the Treaty of Montevideo to mean that Venezuela must extend
to them most-favored-nation treatment on the list of products granted
reduced tariffs under the existing U.S.-Venezuelan Reciprocal Trade
Agreement. Venezuela has been given until the end of 1967 to revise
such agreement before the lower duties on certain U.S. products would
be extended to all LAFTA countries; negotiations have been com-
menced for the revision of the U.S. trade agreement.
The Universal Copyright Convention signed in Geneva on
September 6, 1952, was approved by Venezuela on March 30, 1966,
and became binding on June 30, 1966, on which date it deposited
the instruments of accession.
Labor
The Labor Law of July 11, 1966 168 is the first major piece of
labor legislation since 1945. The new Labor Law continues to
recognize the workers' profit-sharing right to 10% of the employer's
yearly net profits, with a ceiling set at the equivalent of 2 months'
salary per worker. It provides for payment of cesantia even in cases
where the employee dies or receives a pension.
An innovation is the provision which empowers the Federal
Executive to order an employer to give bonuses to workers when
no profits are being realized. Workers have the right to join a labor
union but they also have the right to abstain from joining without
endangering their jobs. In the event of labor-management conflicts,
the law provides for mandatory submission to conciliation proceedings.
However, failure to arrive at an agreement at these meetings does not
appear to obligate the disputants to arbitration. However, if arbitra-
tion is accepted, the award issued is binding upon both parties.
Seventy-five percent of the employees of a company or estab-
lishment affected by this Law must be Venezuelans. The percentage
may be reduced temporarily if in the judgment of the Department of
Labor Inspection it is necessary, owing to reasons of technical skill.
167 Gaceta Oficial of July 19, 1966.
168 Gaceta Oficial of July 20, 1966.
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Mining
Venezuelan law provides that when petroleum or mining con-
cessions expire, they revert to the Nation, together with all permanent
installations existing upon the concession lands. It had been generally
accepted in the industry that such improvements as wells, buildings,
and similar assets upon the concession lands at the time of their
expiration, would revert to the Nation, but the Ministry of Mines had
extended the scope of this provision not only to cover all assets of
concessionaires, both on concession lands and elsewhere, but also to
grant the Ministry the present right to approve or disapprove of the
disposition of any such assets prior to expiration of the concession
terms.
In 1962 the Ministry of Mines and Hydrocarbons imposed upon
the Mene Grande Oil Company a fine of B. 4,000 for dismantling
a collection station without obtaining the prior approval of the Min-
istry. The Venezuelan Supreme Court in a decision handed down
December 5, 1963,169 upheld the contention of the concessionaire
that the Ministry had no right to levy a fine in such cases, since there
had been no violation of any law or regulation. The Court stated
that the right of the Nation to the improvements existing on the
concessions was merely an expectant right which would only mate-
rialize when the concession lapsed, and that it only applied to those
permanent installations existing in the concession areas at the moment
that the concessions reverted to the Nation. Accordingly, this right of
the Nation did not affect the right of the concessionaire, during the
term of the concession, to carry out within the concession area any
construction, modification, or demolition which the concessionaire
might deem convenient to the exploitation of the concession. The
obligation of the Company would only be to fulfill any requirements
of permission, authorization, inspection, and notification required
pursuant to the Hydrocarbons Law, which in the opinion of the
Supreme Court did not contain any restrictions against the demolition
of permanent installations.
The same decision was followed by the Supreme Court in another
case involving Mene Grande and in a case involving Cia. Shell de
Venezuela Ltd., decided during the same month.
The Ministry immediately indicated its disagreement with the
Court's decision and legislation is now pending in the Congress which
169 Gaceta Oficial of December 26, 1963.
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would require prior approval of the Ministry before any such installa-
tions could be demolished or otherwise disposed of.
In October 1966 the Consejo Nacional de la Energia delivered
to the President recommendations for the bases of service contracts
to be entered into between the government oil company (CVP), and
contractors. Proposed legislation embodying these recommendations
is now pending before the Venezuelan Congress. The Government
has announced that one of the factors to be taken into account in
entering into such contracts will be the ability of the contractor to
assure a market for the oil to be produced.
Social Insurance
A new Social Security law was promulgated 170 effective January
1, 1967, increasing rates and fixing them as a percentage of salary.
The amount paid by employees is 4%, while the rate applicable to
employers varies from 7% to 9%. Social Security coverage which
previously included only medical care in case of illness, maternity, or
accident, was extended to include cash benefits in event of temporary
disability, marriage, burial, and pensions for permanent disability,
old age, and survivorship. For the first time, domestic servants are
covered by the new law. The new law is initially applicable to those
areas where the social security system is operative at present; provision
is made for its extension to other regions of the country by executive
order. Although not provided for in the present law, the inclusion
of unemployment insurance in the future is contemplated in a pro-
vision which requires the National Executive to carry out studies to
this end.
Taxation
The past year in Venezuela was marked primarily by develop-
ments in the field of taxation. The entire income tax law was restruc-
tured; a new inheritance and gift tax law was adopted; tax settlements
were reached with most oil companies covering claims pending for
many years past and fixed export reference prices for 5 years into the
future.
Income Tax. The new income tax law of December 16, 1966 .1
170 Gaceta Oficial (Extraord.) of July 11, 1966, reprinted due to error in
copy in Gaceta Oficial (Extraord.) of April 6, 1967.
171 Gaceta Oficial (Extraord.) of December 23, 1966.
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eliminates the old classifications of taxpayers and substitutes three new
ones:
1) Companies or persons engaged in the oil, mining, or other
extractive industries;
2) Companies, sole proprietorships, and partnerships (other
than professional ones); and
3) Individuals not deemed to be engaged in commerce.
The old cedular and surtax rates were abolished and new tariffs,
depending upon the new classifications, substituted therefor. As
compared with the old rates, the new ones are slightly higher for the
extractive industries, basically the same for commercial entities, and
higher for individuals in the upper brackets. A dividend tax was
established, applicable to non-residents and to resident individuals,
with the extractive industry being exempt from the same; in addition,
a 15% branch profits tax was added for foreign corporations doing
business in Venezuela through branches.
The new law, which went into effect January 1, 1967, for most
taxpayers, also provides for investment credits for new industries
(tax exemption for a maximum of 10 years on company income and
8 years on dividends from said company) and for established and
operating companies (tax reduction equal to 15% of the expansion
investment). Provisions of the old law relating to fines and the statute
of limitations were modified, and appeal procedures have been
amended considerably so that taxpayers have less time within which to
present their cases.
New withholding regulations applicable to salaries have been
issued 172 as well as rules requiring certain taxpayers earning more
than B. 100,000 in the prior year to file estimated income returns." '
No tax is imposed on dividends from companies domiciled in
Venezuela received by a legal entity also domiciled in the country,
but if received by an individual therein, a tax is imposed at a reduced
rate. If the recipient of the dividend be a foreign individual or entity,
taxes must be paid. The tax imposed upon dividends received by
non-domiciliaries is 15% if registered shares are owned and 30%
if the shares are bearer.
Inheritance and Gift Tax. The new Inheritance and Gift Tax
Law of December 26, 1966 1 modifies the prior law substantially,
172 Gaceta Oficial (Extraord.) of January 10, 1967.
173 Gaceta Oficial of March 18, 1967.
174 Gaceta Oficial (Extraord.) of January 17, 1967.
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arranging its provisions in more logical order and adding provisions
designed to prevent evasion of tax. The new text provides that prop-
erty inherited by persons domiciled in Venezuela shall be subject
to tax in the hands of the heirs and that foreign tax credit for taxes
paid by the heirs on personalty (movables) located outside of Vene-
zuela shall be limited to 75% of the Venezuelan tax applicable to
such inheritance. In the case of persons residing in Venezuela who
may inherit property from residents of the United States, a strict
interpretation of these provisions would appear to make the heir or
legatee in Venezuela liable for Venezuelan tax on the inherited prop-
erty without any credit for the estate tax paid by the decedent's estate
in the United States, since, strictly speaking, the U.S. tax paid was
not paid by the heir.
Special provisions have been added in the new law aimed at
preventing fictitious sales or transfers between related parties in
contemplation of death. Another clause, which appears likely to
create problems, is to the effect that total or partial forgiveness of
indebtedness, unless in favor of merchants in bankruptcy or legal
moratorium, are to be considered gifts subject to taxation as such.
Stamp Tax. Most legal documents and generally all documents
which will be presented to a tribunal or government agency must have
tax stamps attached thereto. The new Law of November 4, 1966 ...
specifies the types of documents which require stamps and the value
of the latter. Failure to place tax stamps on the documents does not
render them invalid; however no tribunal or agency will accept the
documents until the stamps are obtained and affixed.
Tax Settlements. Toward the end of 1965, the Venezuelan
Income Tax Administration began issuing deficiency assessments
against oil companies operating in Venezuela on the grounds that
export prices reported for tax purposes were lower than those which
could have been obtained in the market. At about the same time the
Venezuelan Government announced that residual fuel oil could not
be exported at discounts lower than certain established prices. These
factors, together with the proposed amendments to the income tax
law presented to the Congress in July 1966, led to prolonged negotia-
tions between the principal oil companies and the Government, which
in turn resulted in the settlement of most pending tax claims covering
export prices, as well as other deficiency assessments.
175 Gaceta Oficial of November 9, 1966.
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As a result of these settlements, the companies agreed to pay
the Venezuelan Government approximately 800 million bolivars,
most of which is payable in cash in three installments, and the re-
mainder in the form of public works to be executed by the companies
for the nation. The individual agreements entered into by the various
companies with the Government also provide for the establishment,
for tax purposes, of reference prices for export sales of crude oil
and products during the period 1967 to 1971, inclusive.
The new tax law raised the maximum rate for oil and mining
companies from 47 % to 52%, but also established certain tax
credits to encourage certain types of investments, increases in exports,
and greater return on gross income.
Petroleum
At a special session, convened in July 1967, the Venezuelan
Congress adopted legislation 176 permitting the negotiation of service
contracts for the development of petroleum resources. Although
Government officials had mentioned for years the possibility of utiliz-
ing this form to allow new exploration and exploitation of petroleum
deposits, the policy of "no more concessions," in effect since 1958,
had blocked any new activity in this field. Service contracts, as
contemplated in the new legislation incorporated into Article 3 of
the Hydrocarbons Law, in effect, permit new concessions in a different
legal mould.
The amendment to the existing law contemplates that service
contracts for the exploration, exploitation, refining, or transportation
of hydrocarbons may be entered into by contractors directly with the
Venezuelan State or with autonomous institutes or companies con-
trolled by the State, e.g., Corporaci6n Venezolana del Petr6leo.
Although Article 126 of the Venezuelan Constitution requires that
Congress give its prior approval for the granting of any oil concessions,
the new law would permit the negotiation of contractual rights for
the exploration and development of petroleum without the necessity
of prior Congressional approval, provided that the minimum requisites
set forth in the new legislation are met.
The service contracts must be more favorable to the Nation,
in the terms and conditions, than those required of concessionaires
under the existing Hydrocarbons Law. Although the law contemplates
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further legislation to fix the service contract terms, it sets forth certain
minimum requirements, namely:
(a) Contracts may not be for a period greater than 20 years from
commencement of exploitation, with the exploration period
limited to 5 years prior thereto, in the absence of special authori-
zation of the Congress, and in no event may the total period,
even with Congressional authorization, exceed 30 years;
(b) In the case of contracts for exploration and subsequent exploita-
tion, a process of selection is contemplated whereby the area
originally selected by the contractor must be reduced, when
exploitation is begun, to 20% of the original area;
(c) Public bidding is not required for areas opened to service con-
tracts;
(d) Lands, permanent works, installations, equipment and any other
assets acquired for the purpose of carrying out the service con-
tracts pass to the Nation upon termination of the agreements
and must be preserved without disposition (in effect overruling
the Supreme Court decisions in the Mene Grande and Shell cases,
discussed elsewhere in the Committee's report, insofar as service
contractors are concerned);
(e) All service contracts executed must be published in the Official
Gazette;
(f) Service contracts must contain a clause whereby the parties
thereto agree that any doubts or controversies arising with respect
to said agreement must be decided by Venezuelan courts without
recourse to foreign claims;
(g) The rights granted the contractor pursuant to these agreements
are not rights in realty and may not be mortgaged, contrary to
the case of concessions; and
(h) All contracts must be approved by the President and Cabinet
after review by the Consejo Nacional de la Energia with Con-
gressional approval being required only in those cases where the
service contractor is controlled by a foreign government.
Perhaps of greater immediate economic importance to the
petroleum industry is the "Ley sobre Convenios Especiales Relaciona-
dos con la Desulfuraci6n de Hidrocarburos" 1 passed by the Congress
the same day as the legislation relating to service contracts. Intimately
linked with the new income tax legislation, this law, designed to stimu-
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late investment in desulphurization plants to enable Venezuelan heavy
crudes to compete in the air-pollution-conscious U.S. markets with
foreign crudes of low sulphur content, authorizes the National Exec-
utive to enter into reference price agreements with respect to crudes
exported by producers who have assumed the obligation to install
desulphurization plants in Venezuela. It should be noted that the
authorization covers the years 1972 to 1976, inclusive, the new
income tax law already permitting such agreements for the years
1967-1971.
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